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Tony Papard sticks his neck out
Gaslight Bill keeps on Remembering
Soul Kitchen is Bubbling Away
The Return of Keith Woods, P.I.
Mr Angry watches some telly + more
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In the Library
Hi there, Gaslight has gone into his library to take a brief look at some
books from his collection of pre-war children's annuals.
The Greyfriars Holiday Annual for Boys and Girls 1921 comes to hand.
360 fun filled pages with the added bonus of some exciting adventures
of British explorers in primitive lands. The book has wonderful stories
of three boarding schools based in the south, Greyfriars in Kent,
Rookwood in Hampshire, and St. James College (St. Jim's) in Sussex.
The Owl of Greyfriars School
========================
Today we'll look at Greyfriars. Although Bunter and his chums have
been popular with children since their first appearance in 1908, this
1921 book took the opportunity to inform its readers of some details of
life at Greyfriars.
The school is situated on the south coast in Kent, originally a monastery in the 15th century.
At the time of the dissolution of the monasteries, the monks hid with their treasures in tunnels below
ground between the Priory and the Chapel.
The soldiers of Henry VIII captured the monks and Henry offered them freedom if they revealed where they
had hidden the treasure, which they refused to do. Henry had all the monks executed and destroyed the
buildings; it lay in ruins until the mid 16th century. Edward VI restored the buildings and opened a school
for the poor in 1551.
The great treasure of Greyfriars has never been found, although surely there must be a story in the making?
The Headmaster was Dr Locke.
The class of William George Bunter was the lower fourth (the remove).
Form Master was Horace Henry Samuel Quelch, M.A.
Bunter's age was fixed in time at 15 years 1 month; 4ft 9ins and a hefty fourteen stone twelve and half
pounds.
Bunter was in study 7 which he shared with Tom Dutton, and Alonzo and Peter Todd.
A typical day at Greyfriars for a boarder was...
Rising winter bell at 7.30 am / summer bell at 6.30 am.
Chapel was 30/45 minutes later. Breakfast 30 minutes after Chapel.
Morning school 9am until noon. Dinner 1pm [sic].
Afternoon school 2pm to 4pm (except Wednesday and Saturdays)
Recreation 4pm to 6.30pm. Tea in studies 4pm to 6.30pm or tea in Hall 5.30pm.
Call over 7.15pm. Evening preparation 7.30pm to 8pm.
Recreation Juniors 8.00pm to 8.45pm - bed time 8.45pm - lights out 9pm.
Recreation Seniors 8.00pm to 9.30pm - bed time 9.45pm - lights out 10pm.
Masters and prefects to ensure all lights are out by 10.30pm.
Pass out of gates at the discretion of any master or prefect.
I hope if there are any Bunter fans out there, that these few snippets may add some extra colour when
following the exploits of the fat ass.
“I say you fellows, I say old chap, give a chap a chance.”
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Harry Wesley Coover Jr
“sticks” his head in to say

“HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Welcome folks to Issue 61. It’s the day after that wedding that I sit and type with stacks of notes at
my side. You know, that one that was on the television and radio non-stop for most of yesterday
Friday 29th April, between the future King Willie V and the now Princess Kate.
Shortly after the kiss upon the balcony of Buck House along with the Royal veterans and the newly
acquired in-laws of non-blue blood, it was good to see the old Lancaster bomber and Spitfire fly over
their heads, quickly followed by their most modern counterparts the Tornados. Two of the former
stand guard not too far away from where I sit and type by the side of the fence at the legendary
Biggin Hill aerodrome. (Actually there's one Spit and one Hurricane but we know what you mean –
H)
Further along that very same road, as you pass through the village of Biggin Hill towards Westerham
and the county borders of Kent and Sussex, until just weeks ago stood the last remaining hoppickers cottage in north Kent, maybe anywhere in Kent. If any loyal Woodie out there knows of
another I will certainly be interested to hear of it. Was there any attempt by Bromley council to
restore this small piece of social history for the nation, where impoverished Londoners once came
to Kent by train, lorry, bicycle, foot and handcart to enjoy a working holiday in the fresh Kentish air
picking hops?
No, of course not; demolished to make way for yet more housing.
I am, like most long term residents in the borough, not
the least surprised, bearing in mind that back in the
seventies this suburban high street boasted several
fine department stores; Debenhams, Army & Navy,
Medhurst, to name but three. Furniture stores like
Waring & Gillows, and Wolfe & Hollander are all gone,
replaced by tacky cheapo stores like Primark where
the clothes are made by child slave labour in south
east Asia so they can be sold at a pittance at their
numerous outlets.
Once we had establishments like Coffee & Importers
where coffee was imported from all over the world
stored in hessian sacks. The shop assistants would
create the blend of your choice, my personal favourite
being 50/50 mocca and java. A set of double doors led in to the arts and crafts designed restaurant
where waitresses dressed in the uniforms of the Lyons Corner House nippers. All gone. What is it
now? A Burger King I kid you not.
The wonderful Henekey's Public House, sawdust on the floor, gigantic planks for floor boards, open
fire-place in the centre of this atmospheric barn like building. Unusually the smoke did not go
through chimneys on the roof but was extracted down through the floor boards. A huge mahogany
bar carved in a medieval style, oak barrels containing an endless selection of beers and ales stood
behind the bar. All gone. Demolished.
The Royal Bell Hotel where arguably Bromley's most famous resident H. G. Wells lodged at the turn
of the last century is still standing, but its interior is gutted. Don’t look for a blue plaque for one of the
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nation's greatest authors of the last century. One did sit upon the wall on the site where he was born
when Medhurst's department store owned the building, as did their successor Alders when they
bought the former out. Now it is owned by Primark who requested the council to remove the plaque
which they dutifully did.
Is there another council who has indulged in such wanton vandalism? There can be little doubt that
the destruction of Bromley, Kent took place whilst the councillors fiddled.
Bromley, despite being just eleven miles from central London, until relatively recently found little
difficulty in being at the cutting edge of the youthful creativity scene and fashion was seen on the
streets of this suburban dormitory before being picked up and paraded around the metropolis just a
twenty minute train ride away. A perfect example of this was the Bromley punk scene of the
seventies that would become known as the Bromley contingent who, amongst their number,
produced Siouxsie Sioux, Billy Idol and a considerable number of others including the 'Oh Bondage
Up Yours!' girl, the wonderful Poly Styrene who had pretty much stayed
loyal to her ideals and punk credentials to the end of her life, which came
on the 25th April after losing her battle with cancer.
Born in Bromley, Kent upon the 3rd July 1957 as Marianne Joan Elliot,
She formed her band X-Ray Spex after seeing the Sex Pistols, then still
an unsigned band, on Hastings pier. Soon she was fronting her band at
London's Punk mecca The Roxy and was immediately accepted. Her
uncool wire braced teeth and dayglo clothes complete with stacks of
attitude would indeed strike a commanding pose. The band's 1977 first
single, the aforementioned 'Oh Bondage Up Yours!' would prove to be
their biggest hit. However, lyrics dealing with victim hood and anticonsumerism would remain her and the band's continuing themes. They appeared at many of the
key events of the punk era including Front Row Festival at the legendary Islington pub venue 'Hope
& Anchor' and performed alongside the Clash, Steel Pulse, Wreckless Eric and the Tom Robinson
Band at the huge Rock Against Racism gigs in Victoria Park in the north London borough of
Hackney. 1978 saw the release of their album 'Germ Free Adolescents'.
Half way through 1979 Poly quit, suffering from what we now know as a bipolar disorder. In 1980
she recorded a solo album 'Translucence', a far more mellow jazzier affair, before throwing it all up
a second time to become a member of the Hare Krishna movement. Nothing further was heard until
1991 when X-Ray Spex played a sold out gig at London's Brixton Academy, re-emerging again in
1995 for their second studio album 'Conscious Consumer'.
A solo album came in 2004 'Flower Aeroplane' a set of meant-to-be soothing mantras. Yet another
X-Ray Spex reunion in 2008 at Camden Town's Roundhouse started a new burst of creativity. She
recorded 'Black Christmas' with her daughter Celeste, the lyrics dealing with the insane Bruce Pardo
who, whilst dressed as Santa Claus, shot and killed several people at a Christmas Eve party in Los
Angeles. Her final album 'Generation Indigo', which without question reinforces her punk aesthetic,
was released to rave reviews just a month prior to her death.

I reported in my 'Hold The Third Page' column in issue 60 that, despite the imminent closure of the
Inn On The Green, Portobello, the venue that has been the home to a considerable number of either
Tales From The Woods parties or Woodie subscriber personal parties, they would honour all
existing bookings. This proved to be a worthless promise as the venue closed its doors for the final
time on Saturday 23rd April, leaving us in the lurch for two upcoming events, which I am happy to
say have been resolved in less than a week. It is highly likely that our new home for smaller intimate
events will be 'The Miller' Pub at London Bridge which has a purpose-built venue above the pub and
a smaller function room on the ground floor.
The now almost annual Tony Annis Birthday Party, loyal Woodie and photographer of note, will be
holding his bash at the 'Water Rats Theatre Bar', Grays Inn Road, just a few minutes walk from
Kings Cross and St Pancras railway and tube stations.
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Tony very kindly invites all Woodies to join his family and friends at the venue which was the home
of three Tales From The Woods gigs back in 2006; Skiffle 50, wild Rhythm & Blues shouter from the
USA, Barrence Whitfield and former B B King sideman Robert Penn.
Tony's party will take place on Sunday 21st August from around
7pm onwards, and will feature the Tales From The Woods
Houseband along with many special guests. A door charge of just
£4 will assist Tony with the considerable cost of the evening
which, as always in the past, will prove to be a great fun night.
See you there folks.

Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to former
British, Commonwealth and European champion Sir Henry Cooper who
died on 1st May 2011, two days short of his 77th birthday.
Boxing in the present day holds little interest for me personally,
seemingly endless variations of the world title, a sport where the holder
of the British, or indeed European, championship could now be named
by only a tiny minority of hard-core enthusiasts. It could be argued that
barely another handful could name the current heavyweight champion of
the world. Contests featuring leading names of the game can be found
buried within the sports pages. It has not always been like that. Once, in
the days when Cooper fought the then Cassius Clay (later to become the
legend that is Muhammed Ali) at Wembley
Stadium and landed that famous left hook known as Henry’s Hammer
on Clay’s jaw, putting him firmly on the canvas and the then 21 year
old from Louisville, Kentucky being literally saved by the bell. Tabloids
would have carried the photo of the floored Clay on their front page,
No doubt too, a smaller one showing Henry’s badly cut eyes when the
fight had to be stopped in the fifth round. Doubtlessly the broadsheets
would have found pride of place for such an important contest as well.
I too was at one time quite a boxing fan; I bought the magazines and
often listened to the fights live on the radio, television normally
broadcast it either later the same evening or in the days that followed.
Interest waned over the years to almost nothing for reasons already stated, coupled with the hype
surrounding fighters with limited ability; overweight punch slingers without any of the skills that
Henry would have prized.
At 13 stone 7 pounds throughout his long career from 1954 to 1971, that even in those times was
small for a heavyweight, in modern boxing terms he would barely make a cruiserweight. However
that lightness gave him speed in the ring along with his often underestimated skills to make him a
formidable champion of the British, Commonwealth and European more or less from 1959 through
to his retirement at the age of 37 in 1971.
Born in Southwark, south east London along with his twin brother George on the 3rd May 1934, it
was close by at the Elephant & Castle that his half Irish grandfather bought and sold horses. The
Thomas a Beckett pub, which had a gym above, was where Cooper trained for many of his fights
and was in the close vicinity of his home ground. His father, also named Henry, inherited a gift for
horses which came to great use as a regular soldier in the Royal Artillery - he was a driver in gun
teams inspected by King George V, serving through the ravages of World War II in Burma.
Back home in Blighty, the family moved to a council estate at Bellingham near Catford in south east
London. A left hander by nature, Henry commenced his boxing career as a conventional right
hander. As an amateur he won 73 of his 84 fights, in 1952 suffering a second stage defeat at the
hands of Russian boxer Anatoli Petrov at the Helsinki Olympics.
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Brother George and he turned professional in 1954 after completing their national service in what
was considered at the time a 'boxers battalion' of the Royal Ordnance Corps. It would be a slow and
often painful journey, humiliating defeats against the best of the British opponents at the time such
as Joe Bygraves, Joe Erskine and future Swedish world champion briefly, like Henry in the early
stages of his career, Ingemar Johansson. However come the late fifties, time and patience had paid
off with a spectacular win over highly rated American Zora Folley and then in December 1959 the
capture of the British and Empire championship from Brian London.
In the years to come taking on and defeating all home grown
opponents like Dick Richardson, Johnny Prescott, Billy Walker, Brian
London again, also again for Joe Erskine which proved to be quite a
painful defeat for Erskine. On the European front defeating the highly
rated German Karl Mildenberger and what would prove to be one of
the most foul ridden matches in boxing history, in 1969 in a hostile
arena in Rome against Piero Tomasoni who, without a word of protest
from the referee, hit Cooper so low below the belt, not once but twice,
that the colour instantly drained from his face as he went down on one
knee on the canvas. However he would soon get his own back. It has
been suggested by many a boxing expert or persons that knew Henry personally that this would
prove to be the only time during his long career that he lost his temper in the ring. In the round that
followed, sizing his opponent up calculatingly, before delivering that famous left hook with such
savage determination that it lifted Tomasoni off his feet and almost over the ropes before slumping
to the canvas.
Although being, alongside Lennox Lewis and Tommy Farr, one of
the greatest British boxers of all time like the latter the world
championship, which had rarely been outside America for much of
the last century, eluded him. He was just not in the same league as
the greats of the period whom he fought such as the
aforementioned Muhammed Ali (twice) and former world champion
Floyd Patterson whom Cooper fought in the years after Patterson
had suffered defeats from world champions Muhammed Ali and
Sonny Liston.
Come 1971 Cooper, who had already planned his retirement
regardless of the outcome, lost on the most controversial points
decision imaginable to 21 year old Joe Bugner, who it must be said
promptly lost them on the first defence to Jack Bodell who had been waiting on the side-lines for
years after defeats at the hands of Cooper.
There can be little doubt that Our ‘Enery as he was fondly referred to, was a national treasure, held
in great respect and affection by the British public which far outstripped, then as now, the limitations
of his chosen field. It has been said that he was mobbed by autograph seekers wherever he went.
Indeed our own Tales From The Woods paymaster general Dave saw Henry with his twin brother
George in Bromley High Street, Kent dressed in sharp smart tonic mohair suits resembling a couple
of mafia dons. Within seconds a huge crowd had gathered around them and this was decades after
Henry’s fighting glory days had passed.
Post retirement from the ring would find him as a regular TV/radio boxing commentator. An
autobiography appeared in 1972 which went swiftly to the top of the paperback best sellers. He
chaired a team for three years on television’s Question Of Sport Quiz show and of course there were
those famous screen adverts for Brut aftershave “splash it all over” as well as for the NHS
encouraging older folks like himself to take the flu jab. A tireless worker for various charities that
helped to secure his knighthood in 2000, along the way he received an OBE in 1969, won BBC
Sports Personality of the Year twice in 1967 and 1970, and winner of three Lonsdale belts. He never
really got over the death of his wife of 48 years, Albina, in 2008, followed swiftly by his twin brother
George the following year. His final years were spent quietly and happily on the golf course.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to blues legend
Pinetop Perkins who passed away aged 97 on the 21st March.
Born Joe Willie Perkins on 7th July 1913 in Belzoni, Mississippi, where his
parents worked the land. Growing up on ‘Deadmans Plantation, Honey Island,
Mississippi, where as a small child he learnt the rudiments of the guitar,
becoming considerably proficient by the age of 13. Pinetop often said of himself
in interviews that he had no schooling worth a damn. "I came up the hard way."
Soon he was playing the honky tonks of the localities along with house parties
etc. By his late teens he was, unbeknown to himself, creating a development that would shape his
later life and secure himself a place in blues history by building himself a piano virtually out of spare
parts, tuning it with his guitar and would soon be teaching himself barrelhouse.
Throughout the 1930s he worked on a plantation near Clarksdale, Mississippi as well as playing the
thriving blues circuit based around Indianola in the heart of that state’s delta land. As the decade
gave way to the forties he teamed up with slide guitarist Robert Nighthawk, with whom he would
record for the Chess label in Chicago, and harmonica player Rice Miller, later to become a legend
and hero to countless white kids this side of the Atlantic during the glorious days of the early sixties
blues boom as Sonny Boy Williamson where he would spend the next five years performing with
and recording on the radio show out of Helena, Arkansas entitled King Biscuit Time.
A much reported incident in a bar in Helena led to Pinetop discarding the guitar in preference for the
instrument for which he will be forever associated; stabbed in the arm by a young lady who had
barricaded herself in the bathroom to protect herself from her crazed ex-husband where Perkins
was meant to be having a quiet drink. The altercation cost him the tendons of his left hand which
were so severely damaged he was unable to hold a guitar again forcing him to concentrate on his
piano playing. It was this piano style that so strongly influenced Ike Turner and was very much the
foundation of his 1951 Sun recording of Rocket 88 (I have to mention this as there are a few folks
that will not know that this is the record generally associated with being responsible for the birth of
Rock’n’Roll). Around the same period would find Perkins as a much in demand sideman working
alongside the likes of Earl Hooker and Albert King.
Pinetop’s piano playing was heavily influenced by, and indeed taking the name for his own,
Clarence Pinetop Smith, a piano player shot dead at the age of 25 who composed Pinetop Boogie
Woogie which Perkins adopted and recorded for Sun Records in Memphis Tennessee in 1950, the
area where he would remain for a considerable number of years, working with whoever gave him a
job, until 1969 when Muddy Waters came a calling to replace Otis Spann in his band.
He would remain with Muddy for the next twelve years, where his legend grew through recordings
for the Chess label, on occasions moonlighting in Howlin’ Wolf’s band. Our own Jools Holland would
quote Pinetop as a very big influence on his style as has Dr John. It has been suggested Professor
Longhair cited Perkins as well.
1978 would find him appearing in the Martin Scorsese directed documentary 'The Last Waltz'
concerned with The Band quitting after sixteen years on the road. Appearing alongside Pinetop was
Muddy Waters, The Band’s former guvnor in their previous incarnation as The Hawks, Ronnie
Hawkins and their at the time present guvnor Bob Dylan along with many others.
Two years later Pinetop, along with the rest of the group, split from Muddy over a dispute with money
which resulted in the aptly titled Legendary Blues Band. Thereafter Perkins recorded frequently as
leader on albums After Hours [1988], Pinetop’s Boogie Woogie [1992]. In 1998 the album Legends,
recorded with former lead guitarist with Howlin’ Wolf’s band Hubert Sumlin, was nominated for a
Grammy. Several times during this period he was consistently voted best blues pianist in the W C
Handy awards.
Come the new century, although he was willing to give up alcohol in his eighties, he refused to stop
smoking which he had been doing since the age of 9, finally winning a lifetime achievement award
in 2005 and further Grammys were forthcoming in both 2007 and as recently as February 2011. Well
known for being a man of few words, I witnessed the legend several times both as sideman with
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Muddy Waters and as leader, most recently when he was 92 at London’s Camden Town Jazz Café.
Back home he continued to play virtually up to the end, at Chicago’s west side Rosa Club before
making his final move to Texas to perform consistently in the clubs around Austin. During his very
long life he married and divorced once and is said to have four children.

Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to bass guitarist
Jet Harris who died on the 18th March aged 71 from cancer.
Born Terence Harris in Kingsbury, north west London upon 6th July 1939,
acquiring his nickname Jet, which would prove to be of poetic use for his
long and chequered career in the music business, came via his
considerable ability as a schoolboy sprinter.
Leaving school like all secondary modern pupils at that time aged just 15,
working alongside his father as an apprentice welder, making milk churns
at the west London Park Royal factory turning out milk churns for the dairy supply company. His
musical ambitions began whilst still a child, his first chosen instrument being the clarinet. It was the
family collection of boogie woogie pianists and the skiffle craze that encouraged the young lad to
build his own double bass. It would be just a short while before Jet was heading up to London’s Soho
2is Coffee Bar and other such establishments wherever this new music called skiffle and Rock’n’Roll
could find an enthusiastic audience, soon to become a band member with singer Larry Page, billed
as the teenage rage who would later find considerable success in the managerial field. Within a
short time he had quit the teenage rage to become a member of jazz man, who for a while dived on
to the Rock’n’Roll bandwagon, Tony Crombie & His Rockets.
It was Crombie who purchased a Framus bass guitar for Jet, making him the very first British
exponent of the instrument. He would later, as time passed, favour and be forever associated with
the Fender precision bass. Jet’s reputation was growing fast within the tiny but influential London
music scene at that time, leaving Crombie to pass through the backing bands of Terry Dene (Dene
Aces) who had been riding high in the charts during 1957 through to 1958 and with a movie too
under his belt 'The Golden Disc', the Most Brothers too for a while, an earlier incarnation for the late
label boss and entrepreneur Mickie Most. However it was during his stint with what was now rapidly
being seen as skiffle veterans The Vipers that he was invited to join The Drifters, a backing band
behind a young singer who was making big waves - his name Cliff Richard.

1959 would see their name change to The Shadows to avoid confusion with the long established
American vocal group Drifters which by all accounts the other members were not aware of until
being advised by Jet who also lays claim to The Shadows moniker. By now Cliff Richard & The
Shadows were well on their way to becoming a hit making machine of legend.
1960 would see Shadows hit No1 slot in their own right with Apache and over the next couple of
years Jet played on further top ten hits including FBI, Man Of Mystery, Kon-Tiki to name but three,
before suddenly quitting the group in 1962.
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Often described as being the most photogenic of the group, moody
looking he had the appeal to find a market for his talents outside the
confines of Cliff Richard & The Shadows. Quickly signed up to Decca,
releasing top 30 hits like Besame Mucho, The Man With The Golden
Arm, the latter predictably banned by the BBC for the drug associations
of Otto Preminger classic 1955 movie of the same name starring Frank
Sinatra.
With backing band The Jetblacks found themselves on tour with
Rock’n’Roll Legend from Macon, Georgia Little Richard and the then
unknown group from Liverpool, the Beatles.
1962 would prove to be a triumphant period, winning the top instrumentalist title in the readers’ poll
of the New Musical Express.
The following year would see Jet teaming up with another former Shadow, Tony Meehan to record
a string of highly successful singles including Diamonds which hit the No 1 position. Other massive
hits included Scarlet O' Hara and Applejack. For a while future Led Zeppelin member John Paul
Jones was a part of the Harris-Meehan touring band.
Around the same time Jet would find himself courting some unhelpful publicity involving court
appearances for drunkenness and generally violent behaviour. The partnership with Tony Meehan
came to a sudden end in September 1963 when Harris was seriously injured in a car crash involving
a vehicle he was travelling in with girl singer Billie Davis. He would later admit in numerous
interviews that the accident led to an even more serious alcohol problem. 1964 would see him
attempt a stage comeback, failing to complete a brief appearance at the Edmonton Granada did little
to inspire confidence in promoters to hire him. He would find himself spiralling out of control and, in
an attempt to get his life back together as the sixties headed into its psychedelic period, Jet took a
variety of manual jobs including hod carrier and hospital porter, Come the
seventies he made his home on the channel island of Jersey, returning to the local
stage on spasmodic occasions during the island’s busy summer tourist season.
Tabloid newspapers naturally found much fodder with the riches to rags stories,
reporting that he was working as a bus conductor in Gloucestershire.
1980s would see a not very successful reunion with drummer Tony Meehan,
hitting the road in Europe, touring the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden. As the
decades wore on Jet would work with the acclaimed Shadows inspired band the
Rapiers, as well as performing alongside British Rock’n’Roll veterans such as
Bobby Graham and Clem Cattini, the latter who has performed so triumphantly on
many Tales From The Woods 2is reunion and theatre shows.
Loyal subscriber Peter Stockton, who has attended a few of our parties at the Inn
On The Green and sang a song or two with our Houseband, first met Jet Harris way back in the
eighties when he performed what Peter described as a brilliant set at Lennon’s Rock’n’Roll Bar,
established in Covent Garden that Peter co-owned with John Lennon’s first wife Cynthia. Peter and
Jet would have to wait until 2008 to meet up again which resulted in Peter managing him and put
him on the bill on his Hit Parade Heroes Shows alongside John Leyton and Mike Berry.
2009 would find Jet being diagnosed with cancer; however he was able to overcome this trauma by
throwing himself into performing, doing a 29 date tour with Marty Wilde. He would perform his final
concert at Fareham, Hampshire, on February 5th this year.
The final years would also find Jet back in the studio releasing two albums; Diamonds Are Trumps
[2002] and The Journey [2007]
Harris’ significance as a pioneer of the electric bass guitar was rightly recognised by Fender in 1998
when he received a life-time achievement award, also by the Burns company who gave him a
special 'Jet Six' instrument. He was awarded an MBE in 2010’s new year honours list for his services
to the music industry.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to singer
Johnny Preston who died on 4th March aged 71 after suffering from
heart disease for a number of years.
Born 18th August 1939 at Port Arthur, Texas, he came from cajun
ancestry of many generations. His love of music and in particular his
desire to sing came at a very early age, performing throughout much of
the state of Texas in high school choral contests. Like so many of that
generation inspired by the sounds coming from Memphis and Sun
Records of the mid-fifties, coupled to his love of country music, his hero
being western swing legend from his home state of Texas, Bob Wills,
and of course the burgeoning sounds of swamp pop of south west
Louisiana, which led him to become a part of a local Rock’n’Roll band
The Shades.
Spotted performing locally by fellow Texan J.P Big Bopper Richardson
who would soon offer him a song he had written, a typical Bopper
mixture of wry humour, teenage angst and tragedy, the song being
Running Bear, recorded at Gold Star Studios in Houston Texas but
released on Mercury records after the death of the Big Bopper in the
air crash of February 1959 which claimed the lives of Buddy Holly and
Ritchie Valens. The record was soon to become a hit, legend of
country music George Jones doing the Native American chants along
with Link Davis on sax, hitting No 1 spot on the billboard charts in
January 1960 where it would remain for an impressive three weeks.
By March it hit the top spot here in the UK.
The follow up Cradle Of Love did almost as well here hitting No 2 in
the NME' charts and No 7 in the billboard charts in his native country.
Towards the end of his most successful year he toured for the first
time here in the UK in a package show alongside Freddy Cannon and
Conway Twitty by which time his third hit Feel So Fine made No 14 stateside and No 18 here.
Intended originally as B side to I’m Starting To Go Steady, as often happened back in those days
DJs flipped the disc to a preferred side and that would be the track that would enter the
consciousness of Joe Public. Back in the States after his successful first UK tour, Johnny found
himself much in demand for television appearances on American Bandstand, the Milt Grant Show
and the east coast Buddy Deane Show.
By the time a much younger self got round to buying a Johnny Preston record which would be Leave
My Kitten Alone, his chart days were coming to an end. It failed to chart in the UK but managed 73
in the States. His final chart entry came with Free Me which wandered in casually to the American
hot hundred at No 97 before casually strolling out again.
He would continue to record for Imperial, Hallway, and the Kapp label where his dream would come
true by recording with his hero Bob Wills.
The 1990s would see Johnny Preston back in the UK. I witnessed
him twice… once a part of a considerable bill at the Wembley Arena
headlined by Little Richard, again a year or two later at the London
Palladium in company of Bobby Vee, Chris Montez, Brian Hyland
and Little Eva.
An impressive live performer with a strong voice, I would have liked
to have seen him in a club scenario maybe in his home state, where
he would have less need to have relied on his hits and perhaps to be
able to exploit his musical heritage, Alas that would prove never to
be.
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Jump Jive & Shout
Positively 4th Street
119, Hampstead Road, NW1 3SE
Walking through the door of this 1930’s art deco bar immediately makes you feel good, as the
ambience of the place seeps through your body and then the 40s, 50s, music sweeps into your soul
as DJ Jeniffer Jackson seamlessly plays her Boogie Woogie, Rhythm & Blues, Jump Jive and much
more from her excellent vinyl record collections.
Jeniffer was also instrumental in starting the ‘Jump Jive & Shout’ at this
venue and this was the first night. A small but knowledgeable crowd this
Saturday night, because many of the friends and fans that would have
been here were away at the ‘Hemsby’ Weekender.
The talented Claire Hamlin has paid her dues by rocking round the UK
and then Europe with the Alabama Slammers, a jump jive band for five
years, included playing weekenders at Hemsby, Rhythm Riot and
Vauxhall (Yarmouth), as well as regularly playing with Alleycats
Rock’n’Roll band and Jive Cats. With the Tales From The Woods Houseband, Claire has backed
Graham Fenton, Terry Wayne, Vince Eager and many other Rock’n’Roll pioneers. Intrigued by the
roots of Rock’n’Roll, especially in relation to the piano, she has discovered all the boogie music of
the 30s.
So tonight Claire will show the early influence of Chicago boogiewoogie on Rock’n’Roll, with a bit of New Orleans and Nashville thrown
in. Live on an old upright piano with no mike, Claire demonstrated her
mastery of the piano as well as her knowledge of ‘Boogie Woogie’.
Other piano players were in the bar; so no pressure then!
This bar did positively Jump and Jive and people did enjoy the night as
Claire went through her set, which included On The Rebound (Floyd
Cramer), Honky Tonk Train Blues (Meade Lux Lewis), Swanee River
Boogie (Albert Ammons, Fats Domino et al), Boogie Woogie Stomp
(Albert Ammons). It’s always a pleasure to listen to Claire and I also
had the enjoyment of jiving a couple of times with a good dancer.
Between sets Jeniffer played more great records but some jivers
jumped a bit too much and the needle jumped on her decks and her
beloved vinyl could be ruined. “Move to the other end of the bar” DJ
Jeniffer said, through gritted teeth, to the couple jumping!
Also on, this night was Daniel Jeanrenaud, The Camden Cat as he is
known all over this part of London town. Daniel played Rock’n’Roll, Bill
Haley hits as well other well-known songs from that era. He came with his
own mike and amp and was a very good singer/performer but was let
down by having his sound turned up too much and distorting; just goes to
prove how important having a good sound engineer is to an artiste. The
crowd still enjoyed his set and jived throughout.
Thanks to the night bus, I could stay to the end of the gig. As the 27 bus
from outside the bar was winding its way back to PortobelloLand, I said to
the driver, “Good music, in a good place, makes for a good night out”. (The
driver’s response to this is not recorded – H)

Tony Annis - Pics & Text - 18th May 2011
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CD REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’ Brian (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter,
a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at some recent rockin’ CD releases

"Gee I Wish; The Sun
Years Plus"
Billy "Red" Love
(Bear Family BCD
17149)

Of the many great bluesmen to record for the Sun label, in Memphis, Tennessee, in the first half of
the '50s, singer/pianist Billy "Red" Love somehow failed to establish a reputation that would rival the
likes of Howlin' Wolf, B.B. King, or Little Milton. His talent wasn't the problem; as Martin Hawkins
tells us in his excellent booklet notes, it was more Love himself, as there were periods of
unemployment, periods in the Service, his penchant for living it up in Memphis clubs and, crucially,
his love of boozing and narcotics.
It's the music we're concerned with here above all; born in Memphis on December 8, 1929, Milton
Morse Love (as born) took up piano rather late (in his early 20s) but quickly became proficient and
in the late '40s/early '50s linked up with a group of local musicians known as the Beale Streeters,
which included among their number Johnny Ace and Rosco Gordon.
Sam Phillips recorded Love at 706 Union between 1951-54, and leased some songs to Chess for
single releases and one, "Juiced" extolling the virtues of a big fat Saturday night, became probably
Love's best-known song. It's part of this 26-tracker, and several songs (the advertisement "Hart's
Bread Boogie", the Ivory Joe Hunter-like "Blues Leave Me Alone", the Fats Domino-ish "If You Want
To Make Me Happy", the rumba-drenched "Hey Now", the Roy Brown-like "The News Is All Around
Town", the slow blues "Way After Midnight",and the Joe Liggins-like "Early In The Morning") have
alternate takes; one "Gee I Wish" is heard no less than four times, the raucous take 6 that opens
the CD, the less raucous takes 3 and 7, and the Latin-y take 2.
Elsewhere, "You're Gonna Cry" is a decent steady shuffle, "Drop Top" is a steady boogie, there's a
jazzy feel to "There's No Use", "A Dream" starts dramatically but slides into a beguine, "Poor Man"
and "You Could've Loved Me" are slowdown lowdown, and "My Teddy Bear Baby" bears a jaunty
feel to it. As the '50s progressed Love got more into alcohol and drugs, and by the late '60s couldn't
seem to hold a job of any sort; by 1975 he was dead. A tragedy, of course, as his voice on these
recordings was strident and powerful, his piano work, rich and
funky and in the case of "A Dream", tender. In digipak form, this
is well worth picking up.

"Sugartime" - Charlie Phillips
(Bear Family BCD 16840)

This truly represents value for money in every respect; 35
tracks, 86 (yes, 86!) minutes long. John Ingman's excellent
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booklet notes tell Charlie Phillips' story in typically minute detail, but I'll just mention that he was born
in Clovis Hospital, New Mexico, on July 2, 1937, and is still very much with us and still entertaining.
This particular CD carries sides cut in Clovis, Nashville, New York and Oklahoma between 1956-74;
sessions from the '70s, '80s and his earliest demos from the mid-'50s have not been found or
included.
Phillips is best known for his association with Buddy Holly, and on Charlie's best known copyright,
"Sugartime", Buddy is heard as backing vocalist and lead guitarist (the original demo, one of 12
previously unissued cuts, is also included); the song was covered by the McGuire Sisters, and over
here by Jim Dale and Alma Cogan. Overall, it must be said, this is a collection short on Rock’n’Roll
and long on country, very pleasant country at that.
In the latter category lies "I'm Trapped", "The Bridge I Can't Burn", "Souvenirs Of Sorrow", "Be
Careful, Go Easy, Walk Slow", "One Faded Rose" (the B-side of "Sugartime"), "Guess I'll Never
Learn", "Now That It's Over", "No One To Love", "This Is The House", "Please Help Me Believe",
"Big Balls In Cowtown" (later covered by Sleepy Labeef), "Rainbow In The Valley", "20 Fools Ago",
"Blue Blue Bottle", "Who Are You", "I Walk Alone Tomorrow", "Hurry Up Sundown", "I'm Giving Her
Love", "I'll Take What's Left Of You", "Listen", "Phoney Angel" and "You're My LSD" (it's perhaps
understandable why the latter is being unleashed for the first time).
Many of these songs remind me of Warren Smith's early '60s material for Liberty, there's a very
similar feel, and Charlie's voice bears that same warm timbre. I would describe "Till Sunday",
"Cancel The Call", "Later Tonight" and "The Streets Of Loneliness" as more pop-country. "Be My
Bride" and "Too Many Tears" are pop-country rockers, the ballad "Welcome To the Wedding" has
a heavy backbeat, and guess what 1961's "No More Sugartime" is based on?! The unreleased
"Faker" is the one shining rock and roll moment; there is a Rock’n’Roll medley from the '70s but it
didn't quite seem to float my boat.
Anyway, to sum up, fine for country fans, but the rockers won't be so enthusiastic.

"Lover Please; The Complete MGM and Mercury
Singles"
Clyde McPhatter
(Mercury/Hip-O Select 8001423302)

Clyde Lensey McPhatter was born in Durham, North Carolina in
November 1932 (some say 1931) and first came to prominence as lead singer with Billy Ward's
Dominoes between 1951-53; on leaving he formed the Drifters, whom he fronted until he was
drafted into the Services in 1955, and thereafter went solo. More than anyone else at this time, he
was known for developing a style of singing which in the '60s would be recognised as "soul"; singing
secular songs with all the fervour of gospel. Because of this, he was undoubtedly one of the most
influential names to generations of soul singers.
Sadly, after leaving Mercury in 1965, many of the people he inspired were leaving him behind in
commercial terms; while Motown and Stax were happening big, McPhatter spent almost two years
(1965-67) at Amy-Bell, and then, on settling in the UK, brief pit-stops at Deram (1968) and BandC
(1969). Frustrated at not being able to get among the big-leaguers, his drinking problems mounted,
and following an unsuccessful one-album stay at (American) Decca, he died in June 1972.
This double-CD covers all singles issued from his tenures with MGM (1959-60), and Mercury
(1962-65) after spending six happy, fruitful years at Atlantic. Of the MGM material, Clyde is backed
largely by the Ray Ellis orchestra; "I Told Myself A Lie" has something of an Atlantic hangover, and
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indeed "Where Did I Make My Mistake" surely reminds one of "Treasure Of Love", and "Let's Try
Again" of "A Lover's Question". The standards "I'm Afraid The Masquerade Is Over" and the Ink
Spots' "Bless You" are sensitively handled, while "Twice As Nice", "One Right After Another" and
"This Is Not Goodbye" are only average pop efforts, and "Think Me A Kiss" is below par, too. Better
are the easy-going handclapper "Take A Step", the bluesy "When The Right Time Comes Along"
and the pleasant revival of "Glory Of Love".
The material recorded by Clyde for Mercury was patchy, to say the least, and the Ben Hewittcovered "I Ain't Giving Up Nothin'", "I Just Want To Love You", the hits "Lover Please" and "Little
Bitty Pretty One" are the pick of the bunch, "Ta Ta" is daft, "You're Moving Me" is similar to "Kiddio"
(not surprising as Clyde Otis does the arranging here), "Same Time Same Place" is a passable R&B
twister, the soul of "Maybe", "Crying Won't Help You", "I Found My Love", and "Deep In The Heart
Of Harlem" (ironically covered by the Johnny Moore-led Drifters on Atlantic in 1966) are all OK, but
forget the remainder. This release bears an attractive fold-out design, but its content is very much
for diehard fans generally.

"Johnny On The Spot" - Glenn Reeves"
(Bear Family BCD 16658)

Much more for the boogie-seekers on this one. Martin Hawkins'
notes tell us that Floyd Glenn Reeves was born in Shamrock,
Texas on December 29, 1930. He first recorded for Bob Tanner's
TNT label, out of San Antonio, Texas, in 1955, and sides
emerged for the next few years on Republic, Atco (via a leasing deal), and Decca; there was a
later-in-the-day one-off on the Jacksonville, Florida-based label Envy in the late '60s, and this and
all the preceding recordings are presented here for our enjoyment.
Reeves is, of course, best known for the fact that it was he who sang on the demo of a song that
was to shoot 21-year-old Elvis Presley into worldwide megastardom, Tommy Durden and Mae
Boren Axton's "Heartbreak Hotel" and at last we can now observe the seed.
There's much to enjoy elsewhere though; the only really naff offerings are the previously unreleased
(one of six on display here) "I'm Hangin' Around" and "Precious Years", which remind me of Guy
Mitchell's mid-'50s Columbia offerings. There's some nice country in "I Can't Love You", "The Last
Time", "Wasted Time, Wasted Tears", "The Blues Are Out Tonight", and the two songs that make
up the Envy 45, "My Home Town" and "Today Is The First Day".
"She Traded Her Pigtails For A Toni" and "I Found A Dream" are charming pop ballads, "Tortured
Heart" is a blues ballad, "Woman Trouble" is a decent mid-tempo shuffle, as is "He Gotta Way", and
"Born To Cry", despite being cut in '58, is ideal for twistin'! The title track is on the cusp of
country/rockabilly, "Rockin' Country Style" is superb rockabilly, and the alternate take of "That'll Be
Love" is faster and more preferable to the issued cut.
I personally prefer the Decca sides to everything else here, and the unissued "Rockin' Around The
World", the well-known chugger "Rock A Boogie Lou" and the bluesy mid-tempo "Tarzan" are the
cream of the crop. The early "Ain't Got Room To Rock" is a tasty slice of hillbilly boogie, while
"Betty's Bounce" is a decent commercial rocker and Reeves's take on Stick McGhee's "Drinkin'
Wine" is a pretty worthy effort.
Glenn Reeves died in Florida on November 19, 1998; this release serves as a fine tribute and there
is much to enjoy for rock and country fans alike.
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46

20 ANSWERS
As enjoyed by Hardrock Bunter

Attendance at the 46th Hemsby weekender reached an all-time high, particularly on Saturday,
reasons for which will be explained later. The event, held at the Seacroft Holiday Centre from the
12th to 16th of May, was another explosive mix of rockin' styles (of which rockabilly is generally the
most favoured) with the usual blend of American '50s originals together with revivalist bands
featured from the UK and across Europe.
Earlybirds attended a pre-weekender party at the Seacroft Centre where DJs Skinny Jim and
Young Eddie either spun the wax or activated the lasers, and UK outfits the Leopard Trio and the
Misdeals (who evidently impressed with their renditions of Glen Glenn's "Blue Jeans and A Boy's
Shirt" and the Phantom's "Love Me") entertained those who couldn't wait for Friday, the day that I
and several Woodies sallied forth to Norfolk and joined the rockin' throng.

Live music was provided in the Starlight Ballroom on Friday evening
by firstly Portugal's Mean Devils (with guest slap-bassist Darren
Richards) who included versions of Roy Orbison's "Mean Little
Mama", "Ooh Mama", and "Out Of Control" in their set, then by the
first American original, Clyde Stacy, accompanied by the
Sureshots, who to me seemed under-rehearsed in relation to
Clyde's performance, either that or a bit pissed. A shame, as on the
last few occasions I've seen the 'Shots, they've achieved a decent,
tight sound, with the guitarist, in particular, doing
a good job. Anyway, the guys were led by Clyde's
John D Levan
original '50's guitarist, John D. Levan, who
© Paul Harris
subsequently worked with Ferlin Husky, Sonny
West, Charlie Daniels and Narvel Felts, of whom
more later.

Clyde Stacy © Paul Harris

In the Harlequin ballroom on Friday afternoon, Slick 49 delivered a hard-hitting, rockin' set that
included "Hard Headed Woman" (not the Elvis song) and Johnny Burnette's "Oh Baby Babe", and
Bill Fadden and the Rhythm Busters, of whom more later, also raised the rafters for threequarters-of-an-hour or so. Suzy Q, Bill Guntrip, and Skinny Jim provided excellent rockin' sounds
on the decks during the afternoon session, and DJ-wise, during the evening, the perennial Wild Cat
Pete, Shaun "Nappy" Maxwell, Moonwolf, Tojo and Tony Thorpe bid their hellos to all and
sundry with scorching record hop hits.

Levan warmed up with Hank Snow's "I've Been
Everywhere", "Hey Bo Diddley" and "Nashville
Boogie Woogie Rebel" before bringing on Stacy who ambled through Johnny
Horton's "Honky Tonk Hardwood Floor", Conway Twitty's "I'll Try", Carl Perkins'
"Matchbox", Elvis's arrangements of "That's Alright" and "C.C. Rider", an
impassioned reading of Don Gibson's "I Can't Stop Loving You", and a set-best
version of Marty Robbins' "Don't Worry". Oh, and let's not forget his revered
version of Little Johnny Jones' "Hoy Hoy", heard twice this evening.
Following on was reborn first-generation UK piano legend Roy Young, who will be remembered by
senior Woodies as Blighty's answer to Little Richard, seen on BBC's "Drumbeat" in the late '50s.
These days Roy performs with a supremely tight, disciplined, professional outfit led by UK sax
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Roy Young © Paul Harris

legend Howie Casey and this line-up inspired Roy through
a tremendous set, with Larry Williams' "Slow Down", Chuck
Willis' "Hang Up My Rock and Roll Shoes", Neil Sedaka's
"I Go Ape", Ray Charles' "Mess Around", a medley of
"Blueberry Hill" and "Ain't That A Shame", Roy's own "Big
Fat Mama", Jerry Lee Lewis' "Great Balls Of Fire" and,
from the Little Richard songbook, "Can't Believe You
Wanna Leave", an outstanding "True Fine Mama", "Bama
Lama Bama Loo", "Keep A Knockin'", "She's Got It" and
"Ooh My Soul", all on display.

A little while later Union Avenue took the stage; this
popular band's forte is to take contemporary songs and
give them a makeover in the style of early Columbia/Sunperiod Johnny Cash. Apart from originals like "Union
Avenue Breakdown" which featured the excellent guitarist
Paul Patterson, and "Devil Train", which itself was based
Roy, after two triumphant shows for Tales on Cash's "Blue Train" (to my ears, anyway), the Man In
From The Woods, slays the Hemsby crowd.
Black's influence permeated unusual material such as Billy
Idol's "White Wedding", the Rolling Stones' "Sympathy For The Devil", the Clash's "Should I Stay Or
Should I Go", and the Undertones' "Teenage Kicks", and there was a nod in the direction of J.C.'s
own songbook with "Mean Eyed Cat".
I missed the Sureshots' own set and that by the Tex Speed Combo
in the Harlequin on Saturday afternoon plus the first band on in the
Starlight on Saturday night (the Bricats) but happily was on hand to
help welcome back Narvel "The Marvel" Felts, who was backed by
the Rhythm Busters, whose guitarist (forget his name) and drummer
(the excellent Mark Kemlo) were members of the Rimshots, who
backed Narvel regularly during the last half of the '90s. The Rimshots'
leader, John Lewis, played rhythm guitar and piano, and all did a fine
job for the Marvel tonight.
Rich in professionalism, Narvel showed his voice was still a
remarkable instrument, even at 72, with regular rockin' favourites like
"Pink and Black Days", "My Babe", "Foolish Thoughts", "Kiss A Me
Baby", "Go Go Go", "I'm Headin' Home", "Did You Tell Me" and his
great ballad hits "Even Now" (sung in memory of his late son Bub),
"Lonely Teardrops", "My Prayer" and "Reconsider Me".

Narvel Felts © Paul Harris

The attendance levels rose to rammed level a little
later in the Starlight due to the impending arrival
onstage of THE hot new kid on the block at the
moment, Si Cranstoun; formerly one half of the
Dualers, and inspired by Sam Cooke and Jackie
Wilson, his "Reet Petite"-inspired song "Dynamo"
tops record-hop playlist charts country-wide and
Hemsby had to succumb to this new rockin'
phenomenon at some point. And so it was that Si
Cranstoun made his Hemsby debut this Saturday
night, and to say the least he did not disappoint; a
rivetting stage performer, he delivered "Dynamo"
twice, and included other popular original
compositions "Lonesome Heart Bandit", "The Right
Girl" and "1950's Pin-Up Girl", the latter of which was
dedicated to the lovely Bernie Dexter who along with husband, singer Levi, flew over especially from
Si Cranstoun © Paul Harris
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California to join Hemsby-goers for the weekend and enchanted all who they came into contact with,
with their natural, easy charm.
The only concern for some was the inclusion of many (perhaps too many) Nappy Brown songs; I
noted "Deedle I Love You", "Love Locks", "Don't Be Angry" and "Open Up That Door". But Si's
natural charisma won through, exciting the (literally) packed crowd; maybe he'll end up on the Jools
Holland show eventually -some might say- and superstardom could beckon thereafter. So, if you
want to see him in his rockin' glory, catch him in the clubs while you can right now.
Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers, celebrating 40 years
of "their way of rockin'" closed out Saturday night with the usual
party atmosphere generated by such material as "My Little
Sister's Got A Motorbike", "She's The One To Blame", "Teddy
Jive", "Boppin and Shakin'" and their legendary cover of "Old
Black Joe".
Following a look at the boot sale on Sunday morning, those
attendees with sea legs hopped onto a boogie boat for the
regular trip up and down a stretch of the Norfolk Broads for
much of the afternoon, and live music for this was provided by
Cavan © Paul Harris
Bill Fadden and the Rhythm Busters, who included, naturally,
Gene Maltais' "Raging Sea" (luckily it was nothing of the kind!),
Sleepy Labeef's "All The Time", Mack Self's "Mad At You", and "Hey Hey Little Baby" as part of their
set (Levi Dexter was on hand to rock out on a couple of tunes, Carl Perkins' "Put Your Cat Clothes
On" and Johnny Burnette's "Tear It Up")
While all this was going on, back at the Harlequin ballroom Jessie and the Orbits were rockin' the
landlubbers; their lovely lead singer has a powerful voice not unlike Jo Ann Campbell, and the band
are well worth a look at.
Sunday evening entertainment started with the Wild Goners, from France, and there then followed
some welcome doo-wop in the form of the Crystalaires, from Germany. I previously caught them
at the Wildest Cats In Town some years back and wasn't terribly impressed; they were a bit too stiff
and starchy for my taste, and bum notes showed up from time to time. They have sharpened up a
bit since then, but the problems with the broad accents remain.
Still, they seemed to go down well as they eased and breezed through Dion's "I Wonder Why",
"Teenager In Love", "The Wanderer" and "Runaround Sue" (where they're still reluctant, I notice, to
include the ascending "ahhhhhhh" before the verse and bridge of the latter), "Lovers' Hall Of Fame",
"You Can Never Stop Me Loving You" (not the Kenny Lynch song!), the Edsels' "Rama Lama Ding
Dong", Ricky Nelson's "Travellin' Man", an adapted version of Elvis's "In The Ghetto" entitled "In
Chicago", Bobby Day's "Rockin' Robin", Maurice Williams and the Zodiacs' "Stay", "Fortune
Cookie", Elvis's "Can't Help Fallin' In Love", the Spaniels' "Goodnight Sweetheart" and the set's
standout, an acapella reading of Lee Andrews and the Hearts' "Teardrops".
Closing out the live sounds for Hemsby 46 were the Hicksville Bombers, who were joined onstage
in the last quarter of their set by some boppin' kids; some of the songs included were an uptempo
blast through Doris Day's "Secret Love", "Love Subsidy", "Prettiest Girl In Town", "Baby Please
Don't Go", "Bad To The Bone", "Living Next Door To Alice", Roy Orbison's "Domino", Johnny
Horton's "I'm Coming Home" and "Sold My Soul To The Devil".
And that wraps up Hemsby 46; many thanks to Tony Wilkinson for his considerable help in
reminding me of, and jogging my memory about, the main acts' set-lists. Congratulations and
thumbs-up to the backroom team at Hemsby for doing the usual sterling job, all DJs and to the
incomparable comperes Kav Kavanagh and Rockin' Lee Hugman (solid work as ever guys!), and
to Willie and Varick and Vivian for causing the Weekender to be, twice a year; its competition gets
bigger all the time, but Hemsby still manages to get a few steps ahead of the chasing pack in
enjoyment terms. Long, long, long may it continue and roll on October when we can do it all over
again!!
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Royal Wedding and the Monarchy
Well it makes a change from a Royal Divorce, that institution started by
Henry VIII. He also started the tradition of the Royal Execution, but
thankfully the practice of chopping off the heads of surplus wives has
been discontinued (now they probably just bump them off in car
accidents if they cause too much trouble after the divorce!)

WILL

I can honestly say I didn't watch or read any of the news reports about
William and Kate's nuptials, except when waiting for the late nite repeat
of EastEnders when the 60 second news bulletin showed some shots of
the couple.

KATE
(Moss)

(Smith)

I did notice that both Coronation Street and EastEnders, instead of
showing loyal royalists toasting the couple, both showed the extent of
republicanism and apathy to the royals in their episodes this week. On Coronation Street a government
immigration official was staunchly anti-royalist and pro-republican, and he provoked a couple he was
interviewing to smash a memorial plate of William and Kate. Great stuff! EastEnders, meanwhile, showed Dot
Cotton and one other old lady as the only participants in a street party to celebrate the wedding, Dot moaning
that a different sort of people now lived in the Square who weren't interested. Why the Hell should they be?
I'm not even interested in the weddings of my own relations. They weren't interested in my gay lifepartnership (no civil partnerships back then) and didn't even include my life-partner in a family tree they drew
up. They probably only invite us to their weddings to get prezzies, and they are held in the most outlandish
places which only people with cars can get to. I had to set up home with my partner in a furnished apartment
supplemented by second-hand things and junk found in skips. Why should I fork out for expensive wedding
prezzies for people I don't see from one year to the next? Let alone wave flags for Wills and Kate, who I've
never met at all.
Most of the royal marriages seem to end in divorce, not surprising since so many of them are sham marriages
in the first place. Wills and Kate may well be genuinely in love, but Charles and Diana did not have a marriage
made in Heaven. He was having a relationship with Camilla, thought unsuitable, and so was told to marry
Diana. The result being a very unhappy married life for her (basically a glamorous sprog-making machine),
ending in divorce and her untimely death in Paris, many think assassinated because of her embarrassing the
royal family, getting involved in politics (landmines), outshining the royals themselves, speaking out on
Panorama, and getting into intimate relationships with Muslims, which might well have resulted in Islamic
half-siblings to a future monarch.
What if a son or daughter of the reigning monarch is gay? There have been enough rumors about more than
one of Liz's brats involving footmen at the palace, sailors in the Navy, and one son who reportedly turned up
in drag at a gay club in Fulham on transvestite night (later forced into a sham marriage of course!) Can you
imagine this outdated institution ever accepting a King and his male Prince Consort or a Queen and her
female Princess Consort in civil partnerships? Or an atheist, agnostic, Muslim, Hindu, Roman Catholic or any
religion other than C. of E. (the monarch is also head of the Church of England). Such an outdated,
old-fashioned institution has to go!
Despite Henry VIII making divorce acceptable in the Church he set up in defiance of Rome, they would clearly
not be happy with Charles and Camilla, two re-married divorcees, as King and consort with him as head of
their Church. This was the reason given for the Duke of Windsor (briefly the uncrowned Edward VIII) being
asked to give up Wallis or abdicate. Also why Princess Margaret had to give up Peter Townsend. (Had
Edward VIII been on the Throne in 1939 we may well have entered the War as an ally of Hitler, as he and
Wallis were great admirers, the real reason, perhaps, he was forced to abdicate. Sir Oswald Mosley as Prime
Minister, no doubt, would have been the result.) That's the trouble with hereditary Monarchy; it's just the luck
of the draw who you get.
So they are pinning all their hopes for the future of this outdated, archaic institution on Wills and Kate making
it thru the first 10 years without ending up in the divorce courts. They hope that if this does happen, at least
like Diana she'll sprog a few royal brats beforehand, preferably male heterosexuals, to continue this farcical
charade into the distant future.
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I don't think so. We now have Disneyland Paris, Disneyland Japan, we don't need all this fairy-tale princess
nonsense in Britain (is Kate a princess? If not, no doubt she'll become one). Which brings me to my two ideas
for a compromise to a straightforward British republic:
1. An elected monarchy. Exactly the same as a republic except the elected head of State could call
themselves King or Queen for the duration of their tenure. Any members of the current royal family could
stand, of course, as could any other adult citizen receiving sufficient nominations.
2. Creation of a mini-kingdom around Windsor and its castle, similar to Monaco. Here the royals could have
their parades and royal weddings, funerals, etc. The rest of Britain would become a republic, or perhaps
states (England, Scotland, Wales along with a united Ireland) in a federal European republic.
I've nothing against Wills and Kate, good luck to them. But I pity them if they accept the role of puppets of the
Establishment like their predecessors. I hope the monarchy dies with the present incumbent and, if they
press William to take on the role, that he refuses.
Perhaps we should have a referendum on the subject? It's time anyway, that
Britain had a new, written Constitution approved by the electorate. Magna
Carta is not enough. I for one want to be a citizen with rights enshrined in a
written Constitution, not a mere subject of some monarch.
For all these reasons, and because I'm an internationalist who believes
Britain and Europe have seen quite enough wars, many of them between this island nation and several of
our Continental neighbors, I am strongly in favor of a federal Europe republic, of extending the Eurozone to
Britain, of driving on the right, even a common European language taught in all schools (probably either
French, German, Spanish or English).
I would never stand up for 'God Save The Queen' or wave the Union Flag, but I would most certainly stand
for 'Ode to Joy' the European anthem, and wave the blue and gold EU flag, which I display permanently in
my window at home. I would, given the chance, renounce my British citizenship and instead adopt EU
citizenship. Hopefully this would mean I was no longer a 'subject' of Liz, Charlie, Wills or whoever else might
be next in line.
Tony (Traitor) Papard (off with his head!)

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

SKY CHANNEL 0199
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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You don’t stay at the top of the Rock’n’Roll tree for more than thirty years if you
don’t have considerable talent and versatility.
Sandy Ford had both on display when he played the regular “Jiving At the
Lodge” Rock’n’Roll session at West Lodge, Upminster, Essex.
The amiable Scotsman is no impersonator, despite his between shongs patter
in a perfect Sean Connery accent shuggesting otherwise.
But when he does a Roddy Jackson number like “Got My Sights Set on
Someone New”, he has a pleasing rasp to his voice much like Roddy himself,
and when he performs a Gene Vincent number like “Rocky Road Blues”, he can
hit those high notes in the style of the irreplaceable Mr Craddock.
Sandy’s session with the current line-up of Flying Saucers comprising wife Yvonne on
both double and electric bass (although not simultaneously) and drummer Chris Graham
was on the eve of the Royal Wedding. (Did that actually happen? I didn't see anything on
TV or in the newspapers).
The following day was a public holiday, so organisers were anticipating a full house since
there would be no early morning pressure on punters to rise for work.
Every seat was taken, true, but there was no crush at the bar at this largish venue, and
dancers did not have to wait for a space on the dance floor.
Sandy has a huge repertoire of numbers, both originals, fifties Rock’n’Roll standards, and
revivals from the seventies, playing as the mood takes him with no set-list, and he is
perfectly able to handle requests from the audience, rewarding one fan who called out for
Ronnie Self’s “BopALena” with a perfect rendition.
And unlike some of the current crop of rockabilly three piece bands, he is also able to vary tempo, persuading
some non-jivers on to the floor for bum-clutchers like a magnificent take on Gene Vincent’s arrangement of
“Over the Rainbow” and the Casinos’ version of “You Belong to Me”.
His versatility does not stop at various vocal styles and tempos. Sandy, in his trademark black shirt and
powder-blue one-button box jacket, not forgetting that raven pompadour, is absolutely ace on lead guitar.
On a Johnny Burnette number like “Lonesome Train” his guitar sound replicates Grady Martin on the original,
while on a standard like “Rockin’ Daddy”, his guitar tone is an exact replica of Sonny Fisher’s.
Sandy knows that fans want live renditions of numbers as close to the original recording as possible, and
that’s what he gives them. They also anticipate numbers they know.
However, he did include a less familiar rocker, a number from the film “Buddy’s Song” in which Sandy
appeared as Paul, the leader of the band in the movie, which should have marked a parallel career on
celluloid for the guitar-slinger.
This was not to be, and Rock’n’Roll fans all over the country must be
grateful that they can still see Sandy’s show on a regular basis rather
than queuing in the rain for a seat in the one-and-nines to see him on
the big screen.
The Jive Aces, winners of BBC TV’s Opportunity Knocks, and with a
new video hovering near the top of the YouTube charts, play a rare
club gig on Thursday May 26 when they come to the Lodge.
Formed in 1989, they are a six-piece, high energy, jive and swing
band, with dozens of albums and singles, and a friendship with top
showbiz names like Tom Cruise, John Travolta and Kenny Ball.
Eleanor, proprietress of The Lodge

John Howard
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The Monkees
Anniversary Tour
Plymouth 23/5/2011

45th

No excuses for introducing a smidgen of 60’s pop into the
Woodies repertoire but as I was weaned on the antics of
the Monkees from the late 60s and early 70s, the draw to
see them in concert was too strong.
I have also been intrigued by the critics’ reviews over the
years and was eager to see first-hand whether they could actually play a musical instrument and
sing, which in part would have proved contrary to the manufactured slander of the day. Also, could
they replicate the lunacy of their youth and provide a show befitting of teenagers spaced out on
drugs, which I am sure lent itself to the eccentricity of the 54 episodes watched avidly by moi.
A pleasant journey up the M6 listening to Duane Eddy and an early arrival took me into the seating
area with half the area cordoned off. This never bodes well as it usually means that tickets were hard
to sell and potentially still not sold. I took to my seat with an hour to go, people watched and waited
for 8.00pm to arrive with anticipation and hope that there would be an audience.
The time arrived, the lights dimmed and the crowd of all ages went wild. Within minutes there were
people out of their seats dancing and replicating the dance of the era. At the back of the stage was
a screen showing footage of the Monkees and the production team had married this cleverly to the
playlist. Eight musicians and three Monkees and we were treated to a polished performance for over
two hours with no supporting act.
The playlist was endless and took us seamlessly through their brief career span to all the favourites
and some of the more obscure. Every track was a flagrant reminder of the 60s/70s decades and the
era of a band and for me a wonderful reminder of my youth.
I refer back to my earlier dilemma/questions and can categorically and without element of bias, state
that they were all extremely accomplished musicians as they all went from one instrument to another
with ease. Definitely not the best singers in the world as the eight band members were tasked with
singing the majority of songs from start to finish, presumably to aid the artists but nevertheless
enjoyable. The Monkees have been fortunate over their brief history to have songs written for them
by many of the greats such as Carole King, Bobby Hart and Tommy Boyce.
Rarely have I been to a concert where the band sings solidly for two
hours and without interludes of respite as the artist gets the audience
to sing. Never have I seen an audience unprompted to get up and
dance consistently throughout (and for a change not stopped from
doing so by ‘jobsworth’ stewards). Of latter years, I have seldom left a
concert wishing to see more and making immediate plans to obtain
tickets before the tour ends (off to Nottingham 25/5).

Davy Jones

Peter Tork

Micky Dolenz

As with Simon & Garfunkel, The Monkees had resonance with my youth and yet both were most
categorically not seen through the lenses of rose tinted glasses. This was a polished and
professional performance put on for a more than appreciative crowd by a largely underrated band
that as with many of their compatriots were befallen by the devils of drugs and drink.
I am thankful to have had this opportunity to see them and even more so for the fact that aside from
petty tantrums, touring phobias, financial wrangling and childish mood swings that have hindered
the line up in the past, they all turned up as scheduled!!!!!!
Hey Hey!
Dick Taylor
Look out for forthcoming reviews of Duane Eddy; American International and Soul Revue
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Russ Sainty says “Hi!”
A big “Hello” to all rockin’ friends alike, not forgetting Romans, countrymen, kats’n’kittens and others. Nice to
have the opportunity to write a few lines in the mag.
I know many of you have been busy with gigs etc., and though I have not been around, I have also been very
busy with work on my new album box set; well at my age it just takes a little bit longer to do things, and in this
case 54 years!! Any support with this release will be most helpful.
I have a few local cabaret shows to do, but am looking forward to working with the legend that is Charlie
Gracie in October this year. I hear from everyone who has played there, that it's a great gig to do, so for my
part I will do my best, as one of Charlie's supports on the night, to keep the flag flying as they say… Rock
On!!!
If I may be so bold, I have added to this piece the press release of info about my new album, and I trust you
will forgive me for being so cheeky? Well if I don't push it, nobody else will. On second thoughts, perhaps
Simon Cowell will help? No you’re right, I won’t bother him.
Still Rockin’!!

Russ

RUSS MAKES ROCK’N’ROLL HISTORY 54 YEARS ON!!!
Russ Sainty, one of British Rock'n'Roll's pioneers and founding fathers has
done it at last! Having started his singing career in 1957 at the famous 2i's
Coffee Bar in Soho, London, along with the likes of Tommy Steele, Terry
Dene, Cliff Richard and a few other well-known stars, now some 54 years on
he has just released his first serious solo CD album. Russ commented "This
has to be a Rock'n'Roll record (excuse the pun). I don't know of anyone who
has released their first album having performed for the past 54 years? " Russ
said, "This is all new to me; when I started singing Rock'n'Roll back in 1957,
today's albums were called Long Players or LPs and of course it was all done
on vinyl!"
Not satisfied with a solo album Russ, together with Slickstone Record
company, decided that this was a perfect opportunity to make this a three
album project with booklet, incorporating not only ten new songs but also a great cockney novelty number
about The Prime Minister? plus some covers of his early hits, 19 tracks in all on album (1). Albums (2) and
(3) will feature just about every track that Russ, together with his 1960's group The Nu-Notes, has ever
recorded including a dozen instrumentals, 76 all original tracks in total. As you might expect, this unique
historic package is called "RUSS SAINTY: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION", featuring; The Nu-Notes; Rhet
Stoller; and The Dallas Boys.
The title track for this album package is a great song, which sets the scene and pace for album one, called
"RADIO PLAY THAT SONG AGAIN".
Russ said that all the new songs he has written for this album are fun, and upbeat, with a touch of nostalgia
and will put a smile on your face. He commented, "There is too much doom and gloom these days, this album
will definitely give you a lift, and bring back some excitement and fun to life, a real tonic. You bet!" Russ told
me that this triple cd album with booklet, full of information and photos, will be obtainable through all the usual
outlets, via the internet and shops, plus internet downloads or direct from WWW.FURY-RECORDS.COM
WWW.RUSSSAINTY.CO.UK and WWW.SLICKSTONERECORDS.CO.UK
Russ Sainty is still performing and, judging by this album, sounds better than ever. For more info please
contact Russ direct, or Dell Richardson below.
Press contact;
Russ Sainty 02392 465163
Email; russanna60@ntlworld.com
Or
Dell Richardson, Fury! Slickstone Records Tel; 01933 626945
Email; furyrecords@btconnect.com
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The Labour leader of the Welsh Assembly fleetingly had my admiration when I misheard his daft, no doubt
Welsh, first name as Calvin. Shades of Calvin Boze, Calvin and Hobbs, and a name redolent of the Old South
and I’m not talking Sussex here.
I then discovered he was, in fact, called Carwin, and although his abilities in Welsh are probably admirable,
he speaks English to the same standards as most of the BBC.
He revealed his linguistic shortcomings when he announced that his party did not hold all the answers. Well,
you can hold opinions, and have answers, but you can’t hold answers thus adding himself to the miserable
Malaprops who infest our airwaves.
In the same Radio Four newscast, a so-called journalist, allegedly of French origin although her hoity-toity
accent suggested otherwise, spoke of something that was “very untrue”.
Excuse me? True is an absolute, you can’t have degrees of truthfulness. It’s either true or false. You are
either pregnant or not pregnant, dead or alive, accurate or wrong.
You might colloquially suggest you are half-dead after that Marathon, nod your head in agreement with an
emphatic “very true” or underline the threat from that wonky socket with the idiomatic “very dangerous”,
but don’t go on national radio and television with an attempt to qualify the unqualifiable.
It’s either unique or not unique, it can’t be quite unique, very unique or fairly unique.
Broadcasters whose profession, skill and training is only in words who cannot get the pronunciation right
is like footballers running on to the field and playing with their hands. But I cannot listen to more than 30
seconds of any factual broadcast without encountering misuse of words, mispronunciation, poor grammar,
mixed metaphors, split infinitives, inability to distinguish between number and amount, and a host of other
errors.
Not least, impenetrable Scots accents from broadcast women at Westminster only employed because of
diversity box-ticking rather than any skill or aptitude for journalism or broadcasting.
OK, so newsreaders are incapable of independent thought, and read out only what the autocue tells them,
and we can blame the under-qualified, under-educated and, we must assume, under-interested sub-editors
and script writers who produce this copious bilge probably under considerable time-pressure.
But what of the below-screen ticker tape which brings you news as text on almost every TV news channel
these days? They must have the time to get it right, and if it is wrong, correct it immediately.
You might have thought so. I know I did, until the raid on Osama’s compound. The Septics had discovered,
according to BBC News, a Mother Load of terrorist intelligence. That’s right, Load spelled like that.
I was aghast, considering it must have gone across at least three desks before it was written, and approved
for broadcast. I wrongly assumed that this would be picked up, and the idiot who could not differentiate
between “Mother Load” and “motherlode” would be given a good kicking, and his cards.
Wrong, again. This misuse continued until the news cycle was updated, so either no-one in authority was
watching, nobody cared, or nobody knew.
Ignorant Load of Mother****ers at the BBC, if you ask me.
I now watch television with a small bell beside me, and every time the studio anchor hands over to
on-the-scene reporter for an update, and the reporter opens with a to-camera: “Well…” before delivering
his/her report, I ring that bell, and put £1 into this empty Cristal champagne Nebuchadnezzar beside me,
that I was planning to save up to buy you a drink next time we met.
Only problem is, that it happens so regularly that I now cannot lift the bottle.
Just one more thing, before we close this chapter on the gruesome quality of today’s broadcasting.
Claudia Winkleman. Did she get to host Film 2011 because of her great interviewing skills, her in-depth
knowledge of film, her taste, her erudition, her easy on-screen manner, her perception, her wit, her
education, her looks or her all-round appeal?
Or is it because she is the daughter of former First Lady of Fleet Street Eve Pollard?
I only tune into the programme to find out if she has been replaced by someone less irritating and when I
discover she has not, change channels pronto.
Without wishing to be as offensive as I find her, bring on the Zyklon B.
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One of the most fascinating non-musical aspects of the music biz is the rider, the list of requests/demands made by
artistes as part of their performing contract.
Famously, a mid-eighties rock act (Van Halen) demanded a bowl of M&Ms with all the brown ones taken out. Less
famously (because he was actually less famous than he thought he was), a former chart-topping Liverpudlian demanded
that our local club provide a vanity curtain the whole two hundred feet from his dressing room door to the stage. Our
MC told him to “**** off back up the motorway!” (any guess you make about what the **** was would be right, he used
them all), and we had a grand night featuring a band made up of musicians from the audience - encoring with a rousing
version of “Ferry ‘Cross The Mersey” for some reason...
Even less famously, my seventies Rock’n’Roll band (OK, the band I was a hired hand in) always demanded, when we
made our monthly visit to The Church Of The Good Shepherd Tin Mission, that Brenda the Bingo caller announced us.
A pensioner she may have been, but she possessed what our guitarist Pete and myself considered the holy trinity - a
fantastic pair of pins, a skirt she must have acquired from a dwarf, and what we could only describe, as we looked up
at her from our table in front of the stage, very sheer, flesh-coloured knickers. We think she eventually rumbled us, but
although our between-sets meat pies arrived colder and colder, she never compromised on her lingerie (or lack of).
But the prize for services to rider abuse, if there were one, would surely rest with my great aunt Barbara.
Now, Barbara could sing. I don't mean pub-singer knees-up stuff, I mean proper. She was classically trained and had
sung in many of the world's finest choirs, eventually settling as a chorus singer in opera. She backed many of the world's
greats, and as a sideline turned up at many local religious services, often putting a few hundred on the gate at our city
cathedral just by rumour of her attendance.
What's this got to do with proper music, you may be asking? Well, by this time I'd progressed to being singer/occasional
well-down-in-the-mix guitarist in one of the first ever tribute bands, a Pink Floyd homage called, wittily we thought, “Floyd
Pink”. There was a revolving roster of band members, some fifteen or so of us drifting in and out as the mood (and
better paying gigs) took us. We had two drummers, and classed our gigs as 'seven-eight' or 'four-four' according to
which one occupied the stool - the former able to rattle off “Money” in its intended time signature, the latter not so. Other
members were of similar varied ability, and there was a core of four musicians (of which I wasn't one) who were
genuinely talented, and earned us a reputation most of us didn't deserve.
But we wanted to do “Great Gig in the Sky”, and we didn't have a Claire Torrey.
Claire's incredible scat warbling in that song was seen by us as an unattainable goal, late nineteen-seventies rock music
containing far fewer females than it does today, and none who could 'do a Claire' as we put it (apart from Claire herself,
regrettably unavailable). We tried a few, but even those few with the ability to turn up for more than two practices before
suggesting an Osmonds’ song couldn't sing the bloody thing. Then one Christmas, at our family party, there was a gap
in proceedings between the eighth and ninth course and Barbara decided to fill it with “a little tune-up” as she called it.
She brought the house down, almost literally. For someone in her seventies she had an incredible range, and a few
notes actually made the windows rattle. Always having one eye on the main chance, I chatted later to her about her
singing in general, and more specifically about whether she'd even considered doing any contemporary music. After
tearing a strip off me for not considering opera to be contemporary, she considered my clumsily-made enquiry and
responded that no, she hadn't, but yes, would relish the challenge. Unbeknown to her, she had just joined a rock band.
I put the idea of Barbara joining the band to the other members, all of whom were well up for it, most knowing her either
personally or by reputation. We decided we'd only use her for “Great Gig in the Sky”, and only at local gigs, not really
wanting some batty old spinster cramping our 'muso's on the piss' style too much. So we asked her when she could
practise. “I'll practise alone, tell me when you need me” was her response. Ooo-errrr. Suddenly we were worried. She
would apparently learn the piece off sheet music and was expecting us and herself to just mesh seamlessly on any given
night. We collectively shat ourselves, this was a different level of musical ability entirely, and even our star quartet
admitted to apprehension at such a strange arrangement.
Our next local gig was a relative biggie, top billing at an all-dayer underwritten by the local brewery, therefore free
admission, therefore likely to be a full house at the six-hundred fire-limit venue. I informed Barbara by phone. She just
said “Oh goody!” and down went the phone. See you stage left then, I thought.
On the night of the gig, Barbara was nowhere to be seen. We could always drop “Great Gig in the Sky”, but word had
got out of something special, and the lynch mob that seemed to accompany these brewery dos was never far away.
She had no mobile, her house phone was ringing out, we were buggered. Then she was amongst us, seemingly
shape-shifting into our midst without us seeing her arrive. “Hello dear, where's my sherry?” she said to me by way of
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greeting. “What ****ing sherry?” I said silently to myself. “Pray tell, what sherry?” I asked of her. “The sherry I can't
sing without, my dear. I passed the message through your mother last week.” My bloody mum! I'd seen her three or
four times that week, and she was here to support Barbara tonight, and not a word. I had to work fast, we were due on
in ten. “I'll just nip to the off-licence Barbara, and get a nice bottle for you.” Off I popped, to a fortunately proximate
off-licence, and podded out for a bottle of the foul brew - in fact I bought two, just in case. We went on stage with Barbara
and my mum sipping on the sherry, and at Barbara's request moved her song to later in the set.
Her moment came, and she strolled on stage looking so much like someone from another era that she almost turned
the lights sepia. As she walked past Graham, the guitarist, she casually said “Oh, by the way, I decided to move the
song down half a tone.” What???? I could see Graham go weak at the knees, the thought of playing a song in a key
he'd never done before, in front of six hundred baying drunks, and at ten seconds notice, had clearly got to him. Word
spread across the stage, and the collective face colour changed to white. But this was our dream team, the best
musicians we had to offer, and after a few shrugs the consensus was suddenly “OK let's do it”. They were so glad they
did. It was magical. The old dear absolutely nailed it, whatever the key. From my vantage point mixing the sound at
the side of the stage, I witnessed the strangest thing as, one by one, every member of the audience became transfixed,
totally focused on what was happening on stage. The background noise was as devoid of clinking glasses and inane
chatter as it could be, and as the song ended it took maybe ten seconds before they collectively woke enough from their
hypnosis to applaud. We decided to end the set there and then, and retreat to draw breath.
We made our way backstage, and I sought Barbara to thank her for the excellent performance. I couldn't find her. I got
distracted on other things, and only thought about her, and the need to round her up for the reprise of “Great Gig in the
Sky” we had planned for the end of the second set, as the band walked back on stage. I passed my mum, and asked
where Barbara was.
“Gone home” was the brusque reply.
“Why?”
“Because the sherry wasn't fine enough.”
“What? Sherry is bloody sherry for God's sake!”
“Not to your Auntie Barbara it isn't.”
I had only one option. I legged it to my car, and hammered over to Barbara's house about five miles away.
I actually found her somewhat closer to the venue, walking her corgis (I genuinely kid you not, she had a brace of corgis,
both male, called Philip and Elizabeth).
“Get in the car”
“Oh, hello dear. Sorry, I couldn't continue with all that rotten cooking sherry inside me.”
“OK, so it was cheap. Where do I get a bottle of what you need?”
“At this time, dear, there is only one place. My drinks cabinet.”
“OK let's go and get it.”
“But dear, that's mine. You promised sherry on the rider; you didn't ask me to bring my own.”
“OK I'll buy it off you. How much is it?”
“Seventy pounds a bottle.”
“You sly old bitch!” No, of course I didn't say that, I just said yes I'd stump up the £70 just to get her back on stage.
I bundled her and her foul-smelling pot-lickers into my car, hammered over to her house for the sherry, then to the venue.
We arrived, me ringing with sweat and the old dear looking like she'd just taken tea with the vicar, the old witch. She
sat backstage chatting to my mum, sipping her brew and preening her dogs while I tried my best to recover my
composure and my position behind the desk. Sure enough, she floated onstage for a reprise of “Great Gig in the Sky”
to massive applause, nailed it again and was gone. Mingling with the crowd later it became obvious that Barbara had
totally stolen the show - the band weren't even mentioned in passing.
But the biggest blow (to my lifelong trust in my blood relatives at any rate) came later, as we were clearing out backstage.
Unexpectedly my mum, who had left earlier, popped her head round the door.
“Auntie Barbara left something dear. Have you seen her sherry?”
I looked round and saw the empty bottle poking out of a bin. “She won't want this, it's empty. Mind you, at £70 a bottle
perhaps she just wants to sniff the fumes a while.”
“Ah. She told you that, did she? Well the bottle may have cost £70 when a friend bought it for her years ago. But the
stuff she decants into it twice a week costs £5 from Tesco.”
Barbara and I never appeared at the same gig again.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker archive cabinet
1. The Blues Highway. Journalists Doug Newcome and Chuck Tannert arrive in Greenville, Miss.
for the one day event Delta Blues and Heritage Festival. Saw a few lukewarm acts on the main stage
they wander over to the smaller Juke stage for a solo T-Model Ford, guitar slinger and ex convict
from Forrest, Miss.. After sunset local blues singer Mississippi Slim and the Mississippi Delta Blues
Revue take over the small shack and have the crowd hootin’ and hollerin’ in no time. Source:
Popular Mechanics, June 2008.
2. “Go Retro Go.” The Western style of music has produced great sonic hybrids with rockabilly being
one of the countries earliest experiments, and the self proclaimed biggest rockabilly party in the
world, Viva Las Vegas Rockabilly Weekend, is at The Orleans April 23-24th. A pre 1963 vintage car
expo, burlesque performances, vintage fashion show, and the Tiki Pool Party. Learn how to jive and
enter a competition. Don’t forget you saddle shoes and throwback wayfarers. Source: Las Vegas
Weekly 21-27.4.11
3. Eddie Angel of the Los Straightjackets proclaims the Viva Las Vegas weekender to be the big
daddy of rockabilly shows, it’s the wildest. Angel did not think they could ever make it as an
instrumental band. They released their first record in 1995 when Tarantino’s “Pulp Fiction” came out
which included a tune from surf guitar icon Dick Dale. That spawned a big wave of instrumental
bands. Los Straightjackets last played Viva Las Vegas in 2005. Source: Jason Bracelin-Las Vegas
Review Journal 22.4.11.
4. The Viva Las Vegas Rockabilly Weekender may bring in a predicted 8000 devotees from around
the world. Will include a burlesque bingo, every time a number is called a piece of clothing comes
off. The 14th annual show. Organiser Tom Ingram has booked headliner Jerry Lee Lewis, he
booked Chuck Berry last year. Ingram quoted a festival goer “You spend the whole year walking
around with people thinking you dress strange, and for one weekend you can feel normal”. Source:
Kate Silver, Vegas Seven 21.4.11
5. Great half page colour photo of Jerry Lee and his regular drummer playing at the Viva Las Vegas
Weekender. Sponsor is Blue Ribbon Beer. Jerry looks smart in an open neck white shirt and black
waistcoat and trousers. Playlist perched on piano. Source: Photo-Scott Harrison/Retna, Weekly
Seven.com 28.4.11.
6. Bakersfield feature: Don Yeager president of the Bakersfield Convention and Visitors Bureau is
to market a self guided, unglamorous local tour through central Kern County with an emphasis on
musical hot spots, Including the Converted box car in Oildale where Merle Haggard grew up in,
tough and wild. The broom closet size building where Buck Owens recorded rockabilly. The long
defunct dance club where Lefty Frizell inspired many Oklahama transplants. Source: Robert Price,
Sunday Eye, 9.10.2005
7. A lawyer for Phil Spector, 71, urged a state appellate panel to overturn the murder conviction on
the grounds that Los Angeles County Superior Court Judge Larry Paul Fidler used his hand to
demonstrate the location of blood evidence as part of a multimedia presentation by the prosecution,
this can be argued has turned the trial judge into a government witness. Source: L.A. Times,
13.4.2011
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8. As Etta James remains seriously ill her family are locked in a court dispute over control of her
finances. Artis Mills, Etta’s husband filed legal action to have 3 of her accounts, worth over $1m
declared community property, this would allow him access. Etta granted her son Donto power of
attorney to be used if she became incapacitated. Mills claims Etta was not of “sound mind and
judgement” when she granted power of attorney to her son. Case postponed until Feb 24th. Source:
Phil Willow, Los Angeles Times, 15.1.11
9. Rockabilly siren Wanda Jackson has returned with a vengeance on a trajectory similar to that of
Loretta Lynn whom Jack White likewise hustled back into the limelight with an edgy new album.
Jackson’s spitfire voice hasn’t lost an inch and only gained gravity with age. With White as her
sideman, these shows should burn. El Rey Theatre, 5515 Wiltshire Blvd., L.A. 8pm Sun-Mon $30.00
Source: L.A. Times 20.1.2011
10. Guitarist Hank Garland, 74, died of a staph infection in Florida. A car crash in 1961 comatosed
him for months claiming it was a murder attempt by somebody in the Nashville record scene. He
had to relearn everything from walking and talking to playing the guitar, and spent his final years
fighting ill health and trying to claim royalties due to him. Garland’s riffs can be heard on Presley’s
records and many country, rock‘n’roll and jazz artists. Source: Ron Word, Las Vegas ReviewJournal 2.12.04
11. Porky Chedwick a rock ‘n’ roll DJ, started at 250 watts WHOD in Homestead, Pa, Aug. 1st 1948,
as a sports commentator, later with “Masterful Rhythm, Blues and Jazz Show”, 35 hours a week. In
1956 the station became WAMO and switched from “hillbilly” to R&B with all black staff apart from
Porky. Left WAMO in 1984, and in 1991 had a benign brain tumor removed., with a benefit show to
pay his bills. Now 84 in good health. Back on WAMA and WLSW(FM) Source: Ed Weigle, Radio
World, 14.8.2002
12. After spending 3 years in prison for tax evasion, Ron Isley released a new album “Mr. Isley” on
Island Def Jam with collaborator Tricky Stewart. His previous album in 2006 was “Baby Makin’
Music” with his brother Ernie. Ron was positive with his incarceration comments “treated like a King”
He sang about once a month and participated in some shows. There is a Grammy nomination for
“You’ve Got a Friend” a duet with Aretha. Source: Nekesa Mumbu Moody, Las Vegas Review
Journal, 25.12.10
13. Good photo of Dick Dale publicising his gig at the Hard Rock Café. 3771 Las Vegas Blvd. South.
Tickets $20 - $25. Source: La Vegas Review- Journal 22.4.11
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major

Sharp As A Switchblade
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris to The
Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Johnny Preston, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott, Ray
Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Chas Hodges Rock'n'Roll Trio and from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

SOUL DIP
Let’s turn back the hands of time as we step into the soul cellar, and blow
some cobwebs off some old musty forty fives. Gently place the needle
onto the vinyl and let’s relive some magic soul moments that personally
knocked me for six when I first heard them.
THE REGAL DEWEY : Love Music/Love Music : US Millennium MN 603
(1977)
This is a fantastic single. The Regal Dewy are a fine doo-wop'ish vocal group,
cut here with the rough edges smoothed by producer Denny Randell. The story of
'Love Music' is in the title. Our vocalist is in the disco and wants the grooves to slow down, so that
he can smooch with his lady and dance real close like they used to. The vocal arrangement is
perfection. Led by a lovely high tenor the Dewy's also have a deep brown bass well in evidence, and
a lush glide of voices in between. Nicely sympathetic string arrangement, brief horny sax solo and
a thrilling tingling fade, which scents the air with soul magic.
This was actually released in the UK on RCA 1032 with an okay B side, 'Where Would I Be Without
You'.
JEAN CARN : If You Wanna Go Back/You Are All I Need : US Philadelphia International 3628 (1977).
I think this one needs no introduction, a cracking track I'm sure you all know very well. Kenneth
Gamble and Leon Huff brought us yet another masterful piece of soul music. Bobby Martins
arrangement is full on with the un-fussy brass and horn work all in its right place. Ms Carn's confident
reading of the lyric finds her considerably understanding, telling her man to go back to his wife, if he
thinks it's the honourable thing to do. Flip is an excellent delicate love ditty.
BILL BRANDON : The Streets Got My Lady/Tag Tag : US Piedmont 078 (1977)
The A side is a super example of a mid seventies dancer, part penned by Moses Dillar, with lyrics
about a girl who's fallen by the wayside, ending up on life's murky sidewalks etc.
But it's on the B side we find our deep soul classic. You couldn't find a more perfect blend than
master lyricist Sam Dees, along with Brandon's powerful pleading vocals, which is the ideal team to
produce a heartless deep classic. Bill sounds really hurt and angry on this occasion and isn't gonna
stand for any woman. "acting just like a child"...."Tag Tag, if that's your game I don't wanna play, cos
I don't have the time, so babe please stay away". Soulastatic.
ESSENCE : Sweet Fools/Ride The Music : UK Epic EPC 3589 (1975)
I can tell you that I wore this A side through to the B when I first got my hands on this lustrous forty
five from these Chicago based gents. The ballad blast of the seventies. A tremendous dramatic
wailing soul scorcher by baritone lead vocalist, who's wailing in a key so uncomfortable that he's
constantly straining, and gives the disc an urgent edge, which is emphasised by tight harmonies and
lushly pungent production. This is a gloriously infectious track that often has me humming the catch
phrase, Sweet sweet fool. Flip is a storming uptempo disco thing.
BESSIE BANKS : Ain't No Easy Way/Try To Leave If You Can (I Bet You Can’t Do It) : US Volt 4112
(1974)
The A side is a pleasant soul ballad. But languishing on the flip we find a mesmerising haunting soul
ballad, sung by the soul gal who brought us such classics as 'Go Now' and 'I Can't Make It Without
You', during the sixties.
A rap intro, a dirge tempo, flowing strings, subtle guitar work and superb vocals from Bessie, are the
key ingredients which make this waxing such a classic, getting deeper and deeper as the needle
advances to the spindle. Our lady wails ‘em raw and tempts her man to leave her, knowing full well
he won't. "I'm not gonna ask you to stay, cos I've got too much pride, and I know you're gonna think
twice anyway, before you put one foot outside... it's a jungle out there". This record has a kind of
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similar style to Kim Tollivers masterpiece, 'Standing Room Only', so you know where this is coming
from and is rightly a deep soul classic.
This was released in the UK on Contempo in 1975 as the B side to the mid tempo, 'Baby You Sure
Know How To Get To Me'.
BABY WASHINGTON : Breakfast in Bed/What Becomes Of The Broken Hearted : UK Atlantic 316
(1969)
Baby Washington's name on a record label is usually stone guarantee of a five star gem and this
Muscle Shoals recorded pearl is no exception. Penned by Eddie Hinton and Donnie Fritts and
produced by Dave Crawford. Baby's telling her part time lover to come on in and... " dry his tears on
her dress" as he's upset that his full time woman has hurt him again. Baby's taking the part of the
mistress in this love triangle, telling him in a gritty Southern style, backed by some punchy Muscle
Shoals horns, that there will be no strings attached in what she's willing to do for him.... "Breakfast
in bed, a kiss or three, you don't have to say you love me. Breakfast in bed and nothing need be
said". It sounds as if the lucky man got a lot more than breakfast. This ranks as one of her best
outings. The B side is a fine Southern treatment of Jimmy Ruffin's evergreen 'What Becomes of the
Broken Hearted'.
HOWARD TATE : These Are The Things That Make Me Know You're Gone/That's What Happens
: Turntable 505 (1969)
What can you say about the virtues of Tate's prolific recording career, having never cut a duff track?
Suffice to say this Jimmy Norman penned item is right up there as one of his very best recordings.
The lyrics are first rate and tell how his life has fallen apart since his girl left him..."Newspapers
collecting at the door, pyjamas lying on the floor, a coffee cup with a monogram, makes me know
makes me know how lonely I am.....Dishes piling up in the sink, just one of the things to make me
think, refrigerator left ajar and here's a half-eaten candy bar". Subtle strings and male support only
add to his heart break as he seems to have given up on life. A mesmeric tearjerker.
Z Z HILL : Ain't Nothing You Can Do/Love In The Streets : US U.Artists 225 (1972)
The late ZZ's turns in a superb version of Bobby Bland's 'Ain't Nothing You Can Do' on the A side.
However, turn it over and there's more excellent soul to confirm the late Mr Hill's standing. A mid
paced sermon, as our man whinges about the perils of being abandoned, if we play around with love
in the streets; "the lady next door she told me, this time your baby's gone to stay.... there'll be no
more breakfasts, no more supper late at night; people I wish for a thousand times I'd only treated
my baby right".
Well he either should have treated her right or at least learnt to cook.
THE SOUL COP : I Keep Coming Back For More/Tribute To Girls : US Norfolk International 10001
(1976)
The Soul Cop bows in on this label’s first release with this hunk of simplicity personified soul. Simple
yet appealing rhythm is perhaps reminiscent of the Toussaint McCall/Jerry Washington gems of
yesteryear. Deep, deep Southern S-O-U-L at it's very best. Flip simply isn't as good.
FLOYD HENLEY : Believe In Me/Unchained Melody : US Kas-MO 1001 (1968)
Floyd Henley is a complete unknown to me, apart from this one tremendous 45rpm. The top side is
a beautiful floating ballad with lyrics by the Philly legends Gamble and Huff. Crystal clear
arrangements, with brilliant interplay between the weaving drum, guitar and bass, along with soaring
girl backing, as Henley's soothing soulful vocals rides beautifully on top of all this, as he urges his
girl to believe in all he has to say.
The flip side has a brilliant version of the standard 'Unchained Melody' which almost matches the
top side for class. Henley's vocals are extraordinary, as he tackles this chestnut with a more urgent
gallop then you would expect on this most daunting of ballads. You can put all the other seven
hundred or so Unchaineds to bed, this is the crème de la crème version.
'Believe In Me' can be found on LPs, Bells Cellar Of Soul Vol 3 released in 1969, and Charly's, Bells
Cellar Of Soul 89.
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I GET MY GROOVE

LOVE & JEALOUSY

I GET MY GROOVE...Backbeats 109
CROSSOVER SOUL FROM THE DEEP SOUTH. Sly Johnson-We Did It : Gloria Edwards-Don't
Mess With My Man : Fontella Bass-Now That I've Found A Good Thing : Bobby McClure-Was It
Something I Said : Eddie McGee-What Made You Change Your Mind? : Imported Moods-What
Have You Done With My Heart : Montclairs-I Need You More Than Ever : Oscar Perry-Let Me Grow
Old With You : Al Green-I Tried To Tell Myself : Ronnie Lovejoy-You Got To Know : The Patterson
Twins-Looking For A Lover : Little Johnny Taylor-How Are You Fixed For Love : Bobby PattersonEverything Good To You (Don't Have To Be Good For You) : Jean Plum-Here I Go Again : Ann
Peebles-I Didn't Take Your Man : Henry Shed-Somethings Drastically Wrong : Bobo Mr. Soul-HitchHike To Heartbreak Road : Pat Brown-Love On Loan : Barbara Lynn-Nice And Easy : Otis
Clay-Brand New Thing : Bobby Patterson-I Get My Groove From You : Ted Taylor-I Want To Be
Part Of You Girl : Phillip Mitchell-Little Things : James Fry-Still Around : Ann Peebles-If This Is
Heaven : Jean Plum-Look At The Boy.
LOVE & JEALOUSY....Backbeats 102
THE DEEPER SIDE OF SOUTHERN SOUL. Quiet Elegance-Do You Love Me : Barbara LynnThanks A Lot : Otis Clay-I Die A Little Each Day : Syl Johnson-Could I Be Falling In Love : George
Jackson-I'm Gonna Wait : Jean Plum-You Ask Me : Al Green-One Woman : Fontella Bass-I'm
Leaving The Choice To You : Bobby McClure-To Get What You Got : Patterson Twins-Back In Love
Again : Oscar Perry-I'll Take Care Of You : Willie Walker-I Love Her : Quite Elegance-Will You Be
My Man (In The Morning) : Syl Johnson-Anyway The Wind Blows : James Fry-Tumbling Down : Ann
Peebles-Give Me Some Credit : Bobby Patterson-Take Time To Know The Truth : O V Wright-Lets
Straighten It Out : The Masqueraders-Wake Up Fool : Bobby Powell-When You Move You Lose :
Don Bryant-I'll Go Crazy : Jean Plum-Back To You : Otis Clay-It Was Jealousy.
What a pair of beauties. These marvellous hotchpotch collections of riches are drawn from the
vaults of a variety of labels, Ronn, Paula, Ace, Crazy Cajun, and much from Hi Records label family,
mainly from the late sixties and seventies, which devote themselves to the world of 'Southern Soul
music'. Southern Soul emerged in the sixties and reigned until the end of the decade, when
smoother Philadelphia soul became popular. In the eighties Southern Soul resurfaced as a revivalist
genre.
Familiar names are on display like Al Green and Ann Peebles, but these two CDs are far from a
mere hits collection, as Backbeats have dug deep into the label’s catalogues for a collection of
overlooked gems, long forgotten treasures, and allowing us to meet up again with some old friends.
So with fifty cooking tracks where do you start?
I GET MY GROOVE offers a significant foray into the various styles of Southern Soul. Sly Johnson
kicks things off with 'We Did It'. A whole column could be spent writing about the virtues of Sly's
prolific recording career, suffice to say this J Moore penned up tempo surging orchestration item is
one of his very best outings. Fontella Bass is looking for a man with a whole lot of soul on her bouncy
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'Now That I've Found You'. I'm here Fontella. Eddie McGee's 'What Made You Change Your Mind',
immediately takes your attention on this pleading beat ballad. Oscar Perry bows in with his moving
ballad, 'Let Me Grow Old With You', with heartfelt lyrics and a melody that builds to stirring heights.
Journeying through the CD we stop at track sixteen for Henry Shed and his haunting gem,
'Something’s Drastically Wrong', who has his groove locked around the Hi rhythm section and
Femme backing. Arriving at the final track we find one of the truly great sides of all time, Jean Plum's
exquisite, 'Look At The Boy'. It's a Willie Michell produced and co-written, along with E Randel,
nugget. If Ms Plum had only recorded this one title her history in soul music would be guaranteed.
Human desire is effectively portrayed in the words of this song. Over a captivating Hi rhythm, Jean
sings with a directness that perfectly matches the lyrics. She really fancies this geezer, holding
inside herself a secret one sided love affair, but is hesitant to approach the gent in case of being
rebuffed. It's a gorgeous reminder of the wisdom of the old dictum that he or she who hesitate loses.
A brilliant masterpiece.
A few others from the GROOVE include personal favourites like, 'What Have You Done To My
Heart' by the Imported Moods, which is a heartbroken tale over a seductively loping beat. Ann
Peebles, who is without doubt one of soul’s finest vocalists, puts in another quality performance
with, 'If This Is Heaven', which is a typical brass laden Memphis sound, complete with chorus and
string backing. Finally the majestic tenor lead of Phil Perry on the Montclairs’ joyous dancer, 'I Need
You More Than Ever', which I'm sure in the past would have filled the Northern dance floors. Anyway
whatever track you select from this treasure trove of pure soul magic will not disappoint.
On LOVE & JEALOUSY the emphasis is on misery, with the help of passionate gospel-tinged
singers that is fed with Southern country. It is devoted to mournful stuff, covering everything from
wrist slashing heartbreak, cheaters, adulterous encounters, gritty tearjerkers and also a peppering
of lovey dovey. So make sure you have plenty of hankies to hand. Like GROOVE this CD is also
chock a block with some dramatic tracks that defy belief, as the next two brilliant tracks prove.
James Fry is certainly not sizzling as he bemoans his lost love on this deepie, 'Tumbling Down', cut
down by a failed romance and feeling very sorry for himself, with femme backing that keeps mocking
and poking at his heartbreak, as they keep chanting "tumbling down". One of the highlights for me
is the truly penetrating, 'Take Time To Know The Truth' by stalwart Bobby Patterson. This is soul at
its very peak. The track opens with a paranoid spoken intro from Bobby, on top of a gorgeous sweet
soul backing. He is warning of the grim consequences of jumping to the wrong conclusions, after he
accuses his lady of loving something else. She scarpers as the track builds into an earth shaking
chilling climax.
Soul heavyweight, the reigning King of Chicago soul, Otis Clay gets knee deep into serious testifying
on his superb, 'I Die A Little Each Day'. Jean Plum's 'You Ask Me' and 'Back To You', finds our gal's
sexy slightly breathless vocals injecting real feeling into these goodies. We have The Patterson
Twins, 'Back In Love Again', which simply is a brilliant, Womackish, piece of Muscle Shoals magic.
An interesting version by Mr Soul deep, O V Wright, take on Latimore's 'Let's Straighten It Out', is
excellent. The late Ronnie Lovejoy's 'Until You Get Enough Of Me', is a sparse plaintive blues
soaked ballad. 'I Love Her' by Willie Walker is soaked in palpable sadness. His strident, then
pleading tone captures the song’s desperation and drama perfectly. Bobby McClure's peerless
smooth vocals on 'To Get What You Got', are superb on this love ballad, with the beat set at a British
Rail working pace, which is simple but so soulfully effective. This track is in my all-time top ten
(TFTW 56). Finally the end track in a thrilling denouement is guaranteed to send goose-pimples
down your spin, with Otis Clay's heart wrenching, drama laden hand wringer, 'It Was Jealousy'.
Over the two CDs there are fifty tracks and not one can be called a dud, with each track on display
worth the price of the CDs alone. And at under £8 for the two, it's the bargain of the year. I guess
any soul collector would have the bulk of the sides included, and is probably something that could
be knock up at home from your own collection. But at these cheap prices why bother with all that
hassle. I await further instalments in the popular Backbeats series.
soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
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SOLE FEET
Major Lance
Tommy Tucker
Bobby Bland
Betty Everett
Robert Parker
Gladys Knight
Little Richard
Barry Befus
Bobby McClure
Kip Anderson
Robert Parker
Chuck Willis
Albert King
Bo Diddley

Ain't No Soul In These Old SHOES
Hi Heel SNEAKERS
SHOES
The SHOE won’t fit
Bare FOOTING
Just Walk In My SHOES
Travelin’ SHOES
Bare FOOT Befus
High Heel SHOES
A Dog Don't Wear No SHOES
Happy FEET
Hang up my Rock’n’Roll SHOES
Cold FEET
Put Your SHOES On Willie

WORDS
Johnny Guitar Watson 'Your New Love Is A Player' Fantasy.
A letter to a lonely man brings joy to his heart, oh yeah
but a letter to the mailman is just a job, that's all it is.
T bone steak to a hungry man can be such a treat, oh yeah
but a t-bone steak to the butcher just a hunk of meat, that's all it is.

Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on

Peter Stockton remembers Jet Harris
Jet asked me to manage him about two and a half years ago. I teamed him
up with John Leyton and Mike Berry, the show being promoted as ‘Hit
Parade Heroes’. I arranged a nationwide tour, and it was a tremendous
success from the start. However, Jet was diagnosed with a cancer a few
months later, and the source was never properly identified. Despite this, Jet
performed at every date, and fulfilled a two month tour with Marty Wilde in
late 2010.
Early 2011, Jet’s health started to deteriorate. Despite not being fit enough
to perform, he duly appeared at the Ferneham Hall in Fareham in February.
I told him that he would be performing a reduced set, as I knew that a 50 minute set would have
been too much for him. His response was - ‘Fine, I suppose that I will receive a reduced share of
the final take?’ I laughed, and told him that he would receive his usual percentage. That was the
kind of person he was - totally fair minded.
I had Wakefield booked for the next week, which was a sell out. The day before the show, I
received a call to say that Jet was in a very bad state, with a swollen arm, and unable to breathe
properly, and thus would not be able to perform. Thus,
Ferneham was his last ever concert. Thankfully, I had the show
filmed, and the DVD has now been edited and completed.
Jet was the most courageous, honest man I have ever met in
my life. In the face of insurmountable odds, where lesser mortals
would have crumbled under the strain, he was totally resilient
and determined. I was proud to be his manager, and, I feel as if I
have lost an elder brother, not just a superb legendary musician.
March 18th 2011 was a dreadfully sad day for the world of music.
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BILLY ‘RED’ LOVE – GEE… I WISH
BEAR FAMILY BCD 17149

(The French perspective)

This CD contains for the first time all 26 known recordings cut by Billy “Red” Love at 706 Union Avenue in
Memphis. Blues and hot Rhythm & Blues sides recorded between 1951 and
1954 with Calvin Newborn, Charles McGowan and Pat Hare on guitar. The
CD starts with an alternate of “Gee I Wish”, a wild blues shouter, that makes
you wanna jump. Three other takes (2/3/7) of that wonder are included but
that one is my favourite. From that same session on January 19, 1954
comes also “Hey Now” carrying a Latin beat, two takes of “Way After
Midnight”, a walking blues, two takes of the intimate “The News Is All
Around Town” and two takes of “If You Want To Make Me Happy” that could
come from Fats Domino’s repertoire. On those never issued (then) sides
Billy Love really works great on piano with three saxes, drums, bass and
guitar. Premium stuff cut before the “Sun” started to rise for white
musicians/singers.
The second song on the CD is the absolutely demented “Juiced” issued on Chess 1472 under the name of
Jackie Brenston as follow up to “Rocket 88” and makes that hit sound like tame. That wild, wild, wild! Milton
Love (Billy’s real identity) follow up was “You’re Gonna Cry” and “Drop Top”, both from late 1951, and issued
on Chess 1508. That’s a very rare record, hard to get. “Drop Top” is a bright jumping tune that makes you
wanna dance unless you’re flat dead. From early 1952 came the unissued, until 1977, “There’s No Use” and
“A Dream”, carrying a Mambo beat. Mambo was a big affair on those pre-rock and roll days. Mid 1952, Chess
was ready to issue another single and “My Teddy Bear Baby” (probably recorded as “She Takes My
Appetite”) and “Poor Man” were cut and issued on Chess 1516. Classic coupling of an up tempo side and a
standard blues song. Another one you will never have on original vinyl format. The year 1952 closed with
“You Could Have Loved Me” and “Early In The Morning” that feature the support of a vocal combo. Both
songs stayed unissued then. For 1954, a second and last session was set possibly in May and produced two
takes of “Blues Leave Me Alone” and three for “Hart’s Bread Boogie”, a promotional release for Hart’s Bakery
in Memphis. Two takes of that moving blues with Pat Hare on guitar are on the CD and almost close this new
wonder from Bear Family. Billy Love wrote and played piano on all his recordings as stated on the stunning
48 page biography and discography prepared by Martin Hawkins.
In 1951, Sam Phillips was incredibly busy recording as many Rhythm and Blues talents as he could and Billy
Love played piano on sessions set for Walter Horton, Rufus Thomas and Willie Nix. Aware about Billy’s
singing abilities and badly in need for Jackie Brenston’s B-side, Sam Phillips paid Milton/Billy Love a hundred
dollars for performance and rights to Chess 1472 for Jackie Brenston. That’s how and why Billy Love stayed
in the shadows. It is strange to have any Sun releases by Billy once Sam’s deal with Chess fell apart at the
end of 1952, if you remember Billy was still doing sessions for James Cotton or Charles White. From January
1954, “Hey Now” and “Way After Midnight” were selected by Sam to be released on Sun 205 in the early
summer. The record that would never be by him but by Harmonica Frank who also previously had records
on “Chess”. That very same year Billy decided to continue his association with Roscoe Gordon and may have
played on his 1956 side “Shoobie Oobie”. His Sun days as solo artist were over and it was about that time
that Billy Love disappeared.
Billy Love led a full, short and strange life but this CD is a perfect tribute to his singing and piano playing
abilities. A real wonder to get if you dig the rhythm and blues side of “Sun” records as cut by Little Junior,
Rufus Thomas, Little Milton or James Cotton. Watch out also in this series for Billy The Kid Emerson (BCD
16937) and Rufus Thomas (BCD 16695).
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES, Feb 18, 2011
Howdy roll callers,
Yep, men ... Sun was a French record label at first! Enjoy these
wonders. Who's been fooling you?
Imperial
26 Rue des Talliandieres, the former hardware shop and home of
Le Soleil records, active from the late 1920s through the mid1930s and owned by Martin Cayla. Le Soleil pressed hundreds
of authentic recordings of French folk music from the Auvergne
region, played on accordion, cabrette, banjo, and hurdy-gurdy.
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CLYDE STACY – HOY HOY
BEAR FAMILY BCD 17152
Here is a long overdue CD packaging sides from May 1957 to July 1961
by one of the most mysterious rockers coming from Oklahoma and often
seen as a Canadian artist. The CD packages its Candlelight, Bullseye
and Len original recordings with ten sides from summer 1960 issued
previously on Eagle CD 90112.
Clyde Stacy came from a family that moved to Arizona before settling in
Lubbock (Texas) when he was about 13 years old. Knowing Buddy Holly
and Sonny Curtis he progressed to his own radio show on KDAV before
moving back to Tulsa when 18 years old. Tulsa was a musical place for a long time and here he recruited
John Le Van as lead guitarist. He was the one who played the killer guitar lead on “Hoy Hoy” cut in May/June
1957 and issued on Candlelight 1015 and Argyle 1001. That song was a cover of a Little Johnny Jones song
cut in October 1953 issued on Atlantic 1045 being also covered in late 1957 by The Collins Kids on Columbia
41087. “Hoy Hoy” is the most even if the flip side “So Young”, a ballad already cut by The Clovers (Atlantic
1139), seemed to have more action then. “So Young”, even with its sexy female voice, is nothing more than
a haunting ballad.
Soon Woody Hinderling, Bullseye Records’ owner in New York, bought Clyde’s contract from Don Wallace
in a kind of joint venture and brought him in studio to cut “Dream Boy” and “A Broken Heart” issued on
Candlelight 1018. “Dream Boy”, loaned to Dickey Lee, is a kind of march like Eddie Cochran’s “Cherished
Memories” sung with the support of the Ray Charles singers while “A Broken Heart (Is So Hard To Mend)”
may have been another Ferlin Husky “Gone” or nothing.
Early 1958, Woody Hinderling switched Clyde over to his Bullseye label and brought Clyde in studio to record
Little Willie Littlefield’s “Baby Shame” (Rhythm 107) from 1957 with a speeded up cover of Jimmie Davis’
“Nobody’s Darling” ruined by a barking hound woman. Except that “Baby Shame” is a great rocker and both
songs feature stunning guitar breaks by Al Caiola and Kenny Burrell. Three months later the same gang was
brought to the same place to cut a stunning cover of “Honky Tonk Hardwood Floor” with wild piano by Ernest
Hayes and a bright cover of Bobby Lee Trammel’s bluesy “I Sure Do Love You Baby” cut for Fabor in 1957.
Both sides were issued on Bullseye 1008 making a strong single that got action in Canada allowing Clyde to
have his picture on the cover of “Music World” magazine on the October 1, 1957 edition. The next session
set like the previous but in September 1958 bring us “You Want Love” and “Once In A While”, two poppish
ballads I can’t stand, but nevertheless that Bullseye 1014 got some action and Clyde and The Four Flames
worked hard on tour.
In 1960, The Four Flames were in studio to record for Bobby Brant’s Len label with Vernon Sandusky (guitar)
and Big Al Downing (piano). The whole session produced 8 sides already issued on Eagle CD 90112 and
goes from covers of “Good Rockin’ Tonight” (real hot), “I’ll Try” and “Summertime Blues” to ballads like “Be
My Love” and “Return to Me” loaned to Dean Martin. The original from Bobby and Vernon “Well I Love You”
and the instrumentals “Scotch on The Rocks” and “Transquilizer Cins” are definitively very attractive rockin’
sides. In July 1961, the same band was reunited in the same studio to reach the same goal. “Live and Learn”,
co-written by Clyde and Bobby Brant, is in my own opinion the best side from that session but was left
unissued like “End Up With The Blues”. “Sit’in Down Crying” and “You’re Satisfied”, showcasing the style of
the time, were issued on Len 1015 being Clyde’s final appearance on record. Bobby Poe passed away on
January 22, 2011 being 77 years old. He has to be remembered for his terrific sides cut for “White Rock”, out
of Dallas, with The Poe Kats.
This new CD was issued to tie up with Clyde’s European debut at Hemsby Rock‘n’Roll Weekender in May.
We sure never expected to hear Clyde on stage shouting “Hoy Hoy” when the first information came about
the man in “Footsoldiers & King” (W. Russell – 1979) and Now Dig This (W. Russell - July 84). Clyde is back
and with this new product from Bear Family you can enjoy his musical journey from wild Rock’n’Roll to pop
and ballad stuff.
He was a performer following the taste changes of the time having for some mysterious reason more success
in Canada than in his homeland. Hoy Hoy!
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES, May 7, 2011
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JERRY LEE LEWIS - OLD TIME RELIGION
PREACHIN’, SHOUTIN’ AND SINGIN’ LIVE IN 1970
BEAR FAMILY BCD 16685
Hey Brother, come here to save your soul and feel the Holy Ghost coming’
on you, all right … Rock’n’Roll won’t save your soul and you had to listen
Brother Jerry Lee preaching’ and singing the Lord’s glory. Hallelujah,
blessed is the name of Jesus Christ!
These recordings made on December 13, 1970 at Brother Davis’s Church
are from a time when Jerry Lee was recording for Mercury. On those 20
recordings Jerry Lee is backed by Kenneth Lovelace on guitar and fiddle,
Edward Debruhl on bass, Jerry Lee Lewis jr. on drums and William “Bill”
David Strom on organ. On the gospel side they are the best ever done by
Jerry Lee Lewis since the famous Million Dollar Quartet session set at Sun
studio in December 4, 1956. That day Carl Perkins, Elvis and Jerry Lee joined on many religious songs and
among those were “(There’ll Be) Peace in The Valley” and “On The Jericho Road” still played in 1970. Prior
to the ascendancy of highly formal college, seminary or university training, for most Southerners learning to
sing popular hymns with joy and vigour was the end achievement of singing schools and religious meetings.
As for the 1956 session there’s not much to say about the recording session because everything seems to
come live, free, loose and spirited in that small church out on Highway 41 in Memphis. Those recordings were
made at a magic moment and they are indispensable to any Rock’n’Roll fan that knows about the gospel
force pouring in 50’s rockin’ music by Clyde McPhatter, Ruth Brown and many others. Heart and soul! Sin
and Redemption! Heaven and Hell! Great balls of fire, Jerry Lee is here at home. He’s a preacher and he
surely learnt a lot at Waxahachie’s Southwestern Bible Institute where he spent a few months while still a
teenager. The fire was still burning hot during the “Great Balls of Fire” session in October 1957. That day Sam
Phillips and Jerry Lee argued about sin, soul, Rock’n’Roll, Jesus Christ bringing in the blind, the lame, and
the crippled.
Jerry Lee made a pact with God in 1970, shortly before these recordings were made, promising to forget the
call of Honky-Tonks. Like Little Richard did several times, that pact was not the first or the last. As he shouts,
you can’t be on the two sides of the fence at the same time. So from time to time you just jump over that fence
and milk again the Rock’n’Roll cow! In December 10, 1970, after his Mama was gravely ill and his wife Myra
was on the brink of leaving him, Jerry Lee formally renounced worldly music. Three days later he performed
this concert at Myra’s church opening with “Looking For A City” and “I’m Longing For Home”. Nothing goin’
to stop Jerry Lee Lewis from goin’ to heaven. After a good sermon about being saved, Jerry Lee goes on a
stunning movin’ “Life’s Railway To Heaven” followed by “Someone Who Cares For You”, a song written by
Jimmie Davis, who served two non-consecutive terms as the 47th Governor of Louisiana (1944–1948 and
1960–1964), being himself a great gospel singer. Next came “If We Never Meet Again/I’m Gonna Meet You
In The Morning” with the haunting fiddle of Kenny and “On The Sawdust Trail” with spirited hand claps and
vocal support from the audience before a superb rendition of “There’ll Be Peace In The Valley” written in 1939
by Thomas A. Dorsey and made popular by Red Foley. Jerry claim to be lookin’ for that day before a long
presentation of each of the musicians and gives them blessing and many thanks. The performance starts
again with “Precious Memories”, a song from 1925, recorded later by Johnny Cash who was present in
December 1956, followed by “The Old Rugged Cross”, also on Johnny Cash and Elvis Presley’s repertoire.
For sure, nothing’s gonna stop Jerry Lee Lewis from going to heaven. More follow like “It Will Be Worth”, the
stompin’ “I’m In The Gloryland Way” or “I Know That Jesus Will Be There” co-written by Linda Gail Lewis and
Cecil Harrelson. If you can’t escape from God’s mighty arms, you can’t escape to the greatest old songs in
the world “Amazing Grace” and “On The Jericho Road”. Next Jerry Lee goes on “I’ll Fly Away” often called
the most recorded gospel song and it is frequently used in worship services by Baptists, Pentecostals,
Nazarenes, the Church of Christ and many Methodists. It appears in many hymnals where it is listed under
the topics of eternal life, acceptance and the hope of a better life in Heaven. It is a standard song often
performed at funerals. Here the delivery and pumping piano are absolutely bright. Our brother wants to save
his soul and leave Ol’ Satan. The pace is now slowed down with “My God Is Real” and “When Jesus Beckons
Me Home” written by Lloyd Cowboy Copas who was to suffer a premature death on March 5, 1963. One more
round of that beautiful fiddle played by Kenny. The last two songs are “I Won’t Have To Cross Jordan Alone”
and “Keep On The Firing Line” from Sara Carter. A stompin’ tribute to The original Carter Family. After that
great performance, Jerry leaves the mike letting Brother Davis preach or speak to the crowd. Thanks you,
God bless you!
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So all you sinners if you want to spend over one hour in church with Jerry Lee this one is for you. I just can’t
promise you a chariot for Heaven but great music with a Jerry Lee Lewis ready to go after giving the best of
him to the Lord and the church! The booklet includes all the lyrics and the talking parts. A welcome thing for
all the non-speaking customers that could translate those words more easily than by listening.
Like Jerry Lee said: You need the album and Bear need the money. Get with that wonder and enjoy Jerry
Lee preachin’, shoutin’ and singin’.
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES, May 5, 2011

Letters to the Editor

Hi TFTW,
Hope you're well. I
have a new website,
if you fancy taking a
look sometime;
www.kategarner.net
Thanks, All the best,
Kate Garner

Virtual Recordings USA in
Hollywood are about to put
out my Album "Goin' Up
Country" on iTunes. The
Album went Gold in 1989 and
received Platinum status in
2009. it is the biggest selling
British Country/Pop Album to
date, having sold over
300,000 copies.
Also 75 of my best tracks have been sent to
their L.A. office by Conexion Music UK who
specialize in T.V. & Film.

Ray Dexter
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I decided to take a trip down to Worthing on Sunday April 17 to
see Linda Gail Lewis who was appearing at the Jook House
adjacent to the Grand Victorian Hotel opposite the town’s main
railway station.
I missed the opening rockabilly act – Who Slapped John – which
sounded like a promising name at least. On entering the venue I
found the main support/backing band running through their own
set. Billed as the Delta Ladies, they were apparently an
aggregation of the Deltas and a blues outfit called Elephant Shelf.
Oh, and Harvey’s highly quaffable Sussex Best Bitter was
available.
The place was quite busy with a good-sized crowd seemingly mainly
consisting of regular local attendees, who occupied most of the seats.
However Colin Phillips, who used to run the UK Jerry Lee Lewis fan club
was present, as were Juke Blues Woodies Richard Tapp and photographer
Paul Harris.
I’m afraid I wasn’t too impressed by the band who played in a blues/rock
vein, although they seemed to be quite popular with the majority of the
audience. I didn’t think they looked to be a suitable band to accompany the
rockin’ and rollin’ Ms Lewis. Perhaps she had her own reservations as she
stuck to a playlist of mostly well-known material that the band would be
Linda © Paul Harris
familiar with. Daughter Annie, who usually appears with her nowadays, was
given the night off as she was apparently suffering from rhinitis. Incidentally
Annie’s own CD is well worth checking out if you can locate a copy – Heart To Heart by Annie Marie
Dolan, which was issued by Sweden’s Real Records last year.
Anyway Linda performed a strong set consisting of mainly Rock’n’Roll classics, such as her
brother’s two biggest hits plus High School Confidential, which Jerry rarely does, and a requested
encore of Old Black Joe. Other biggies included Roll Over Beethoven, Blue Suede Shoes, Rip It Up,
I’m Ready and Let’s Have A Party. She was in good, strong voice and pounded the keyboard into
submission, taking plenty of solos. I didn’t care for the lead guitarist’s bluesy picking, but the Delta
Ladies were pretty good with some vibrant fiddle playing in evidence,
Linda © Paul Harris
particularly on a jumping Jambalaya. TThe promoter Bob Brookes
joined in on a few of the numbers too, such as Shake Rattle & Roll,
playing some pretty good harmonica. For the finale Linda relaxed the
tempo with a lovely rendition of Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow.
As affable as ever, Linda Gail engaged with her audience and put on
a stomping professional performance despite appearing maybe a tad
uncomfortable at times.
Linda Gail Lewis is set to return to the Jook House, along with Charlie
Gracie, on Wednesday October 12. Don’t forget you can also see
good ol’ Charlie at Halstead, Empire Theatre on Sunday October 16
courtesy of TFTW, together with Russ Sainty, Cliff Edmunds and the
Tales From The Woods Houseband.
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On Maundy Thursday I attended the first evening of the London International Ska Festival, which
was taking place over four nights at the Grand Theatre just outside Clapham Junction station.
The event didn’t appear to have been widely advertised, and so I wasn’t surprised to find only
around a couple of hundred people inside this lovely former music hall on my arrival.
The opening act was Giuliano Palma & the Bluebeaters, who performed a good selection of ska,
rocksteady and reggae covers in fine style. The Italian singer proved to be an excellent front-man,
who enticed the diverse audience into a party mood.
Soulful rhythm and blues is the forte of the groovy James Hunter, although some of his songs do
have that sort of loping ska-type shuffle, e.g People Gonna Talk, which was the title track on his
2006 album. From that same CD he gave us Watch & Chain, whilst numbers performed from the
last album included Don’t Do Me No Favours and the song he wrote for his wife, Jacqueline. Some
new material Hunter has written for his next release was showcased, and jolly good it was too.

As usual his band featured the dependable Jason Wilson on
upright bass and solid drummer Jonathan Lee plus the
swinging saxophones of Damian Hand and Lee Badau, with
the excellent Joe Glossop playing keyboard on this occasion.
Ken Boothe was the opening night headliner. Wearing a
smart shiny silver and white checked jacket, he moved well
and proved that having reached the age of 63 he is still in
excellent voice.
Besides highly enjoyable versions of his two big hits, Crying
Over You and Everything I Own, he even slipped in Artibella
which he recorded as a teenager in a duo with Stranger Cole.
When I Fall In Love and Freedom Street were among other
songs he performed in fine style. His band, comprising
guitar, bass, drums, trumpet, trombone and keyboard, was
in top form too. I thought he overdid the preaching about
love, peace and equality a little, but he was still a joy to watch
and listen to.
Wandering Wilkinson
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Dwight Edwards, Castor Village Hall, 21.5.11
So taking advantage of the superb weather, on route A1 to Castor I spent some tourist time in Huntingdon
town, not far from my evacuee birth place of Little Paxton in Huntingdonshire, or Cambridgeshire wherever
your county allegiance lies.
Another good attendance in the village juke joint and I was there early enough to get a front seat although
stuck behind a speaker, so had little vision of the two tenor sax players, one being the black Hobee Love who
flew over with Dwight, plus Colin Watling.
The show opened at 7.30pm with Dave Thomas and The Ma Grinder doing a long
B.B. King type number, then Dwight stepped up on stage looking slick in a white
suit and hat and a left handed Gibson slung over his shoulder. Striking a slightly
odd piercing riff which became his trademark lick for many songs. “All Over The
World” was his first of five numbers in the first set. Dwight, who is an Indianapolis
steel worker by trade, had a terrible flight to the UK, having suffered a 17 hour
stopover in New York and arrived in the UK late. Whether that had anything to do
with a period of guitar sound gremlins I don’t know, but once that was resolved
we sat back to a wonderful evening of the blues, which in my opinion leaned
towards city blues rather than soul. Dwight would probably be the first to admit
that as much as he admires B.B. he is no Blues Boy on guitar. However my hat
off to Dave Thomas who could have blown Dwight off stage, but remained a step
back working out some very sympathetic licks around Dwight’s sparse playing,
who was mainly stroking the strings with his thumb. However with fingers thicker
than Cumberland sausages I am amazed he achieved some distinctive fret runs,
and without a pick. Dwight gave every opportunity for the musicians to show their obvious expertise, Pete
Whittaker on a Hammond B3 crouching low over the keyboards produced a swirling backdrop. Louis Thorne
on guitar bass looked amused most of the evening and was egged to do at least one solo as was Rick
Hudson on drums.

Dwight Edwards

There is probably no point listing all the tunes because Dwight wrote most of them,
many from his three released CDs, “Heart of The Blues”, “Out Of The Blue” and
“Rivers of Blues”, but I have a list so contact me if interested. There was a good
mix of up tempo and ballads, none tough rocking in the vintage vein. .Asking a
blues virtuoso “whose voice does he remind you of”, the reply was “Screamin’ Jay
Hawkins”. Just maybe, a powerful looking guy with a deep throaty blues/soul voice
which at times hit such a high pitch I released my grip on the bottle of coke just in
case.

Hobee Luv &
Colin Watling

Come the second set and included in the 10 numbers we had from the “Out Of
The Blues” album the killer ballad “A Good Man Is Hard To Find” which earned
rapturous applause, plus the amusing “Dimples (In Those Short Pants)” from the Rivers Of Blues CD. Hobee
decided now it was party time. A character if there ever was one, grabbed a chick or two (they wished) and
got the floor full with butt shakers, his dancing was as good as his honking.
Back on stage for the 3rd set some very funny patter continued between the two Americans who by now had
the audience in the palms of their hands. The sound was well sorted out, and The Ma Grinder band had a
deservedly extended set. After a great Ma Grinder instrumental Dwight was back on to continue with a Honky
Tonk type instrumental, and finished with a three song medley with most of the hall now dancing. Come
midnight and an embarrassed Gerard took the microphone to apologise that he had forgotten the time
because he was having a ball. Hobee replied that after the palaver of getting to the UK they should party all
night. Not so sure what Dwight thought about that since he had to be back at the steel mill for early Monday
morning.
So that finishes another wonderful season of Castor blues, with myself usually the only gleeful Woodie
representative. Roll on September when I will continue to fly the TFTW flag.

Words Ken Major - Pictures Duncan Vessay
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Many a moon has waxed and waned since last we were permitted into the inner sanctum of him who was
known (and, to be honest, still is) as Keith Woods, Private Investigator. Those moons waxed, then waned,
babies were weaned, ladies wined, clocks wound, Keith whined and many weeds were weeded. Yet all this
is by the by and by the way. By this time, the imposing Woods had aged, not noticeably, almost imperceptibly,
but aged nonetheless. Having clocked up, some say, a tremendous 75 years in his rear, he was looking
forward to the one or two remaining in his fore. Reluctant to retire, resign, relax, recuperate or rest, he
returned daily to his imposing leather seat to see what wonders were waiting in the world of Private
Investigations.
He plunged his hand into his post bag, withdrawing it with a drawing of a drawing room. Putting this to one
side (it being an old sketch of never fulfilled modernisation plans for his parlour) he plunged again… he
probed… he poked… he pried… he peeked… and eventually he pulled, from the very bottom of the less than
bulging post bag (by which I mean practically empty), a postcard. Taking a Post-It note from his desk (you
remember the one - green blotter occupying the centre with an old Bakelite telephone on the left, a Rolodex
nestling beside the phone with a pad of Post-It notes to the other side and a large crystal ashtray in front of
them all) with a pen he wrote “postcard” on the Post-It and pasted it on the postcard. I think it is safe to
assume his memory was not as sprightly as it once had been. In actuality, it had often been seen to be
lagging several paces behind the behatted one on his daily saunter to collect his Daily from the newsagents,
Keith often bumping into it on his return journey.
Taking the now empty post bag, Keith folded it carefully, placed it carefully on the corner of his desk, then
carelessly swivelled his leather chair and knocked the bag to the floor where it lay, half in and half out of the
shadows; which half was which I shall leave to your imagination.
Turning his attention to his desk, Keith spotted a postcard with a Post-It note pasted to it. Wiping the spot
from the postcard he peeled off the Post-It note to reveal its contents. That would be the contents of the
postcard, not the Post-It note which we already know bears the word “postcard”.
Besides his name and address, both of which, Keith
deduced, had assisted the postcard’s arrival at his address,
and a franked stamp, a short message was written on the
other side. After calling on his spirit guide and holding a swift
séance to reach the other side, Keith saw the words “Printed
in England”. I forgot to mention that after holding the séance,
Keith was now holding a magnifying glass. Putting this to one
side (it may have been to the left or, indeed, to the right but
this would depend on where you were standing at the time)
Keith read the larger words out loud. “St Thomas’ Hospital,
Thursday, 8am. Ward 10. Emergency!”
“Aha!” he thought to himself, having always found it difficult to think to anybody else, “A new case!”
He picked up a new case from beside his desk, a Tony Perotti Italian leather briefcase to be precise, and
placed it on the desk in front of him. This particular briefcase had a pair of combination locks so, with a swift
spin of the dials, Keith had a new set of numbers to look at. Spinning the dials several more times and still
failing to release the locks, he returned the case to its former location on the floor beside the desk. While he
was there, he noticed, two thirds in the shadows (!), his post bag so he picked this up, folded it carefully,
placed it carefully on the corner of his desk, and returned his attention to the postcard. This reminded him he
had to return some library books as well; this thought distracted him from the postcard so that he had to make
a conscious effort to return his attention to the postcard once more. Having achieved this Herculean feat he
placed his Herculean feet firmly upon the floor and drew himself to his full imposing height. Impressed with
this, he placed that drawing on top of the drawing of the drawing room, using a drawing pin to hold them
together.
He picked up the postcard, placed it carefully in his top pocket and moved towards the door. Seeing him
coming, the door tried to get out of the way but bumped into the door frame and sat there, stunned. In this
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helpless condition, the door could do nothing to prevent Keith from turning its handle and swinging the door
wide as he passed through it to the other side. From the other side, Sir Stanley Matthews passed back and
Keith shot for goal, missing in spectacular fashion, which reminded him to collect his spectacles on the way
out of his office.
Finally making it downstairs, Keith collected what he thought he might need and placed it, carefully as usual,
into a LiDL carrier bag. What these “items” were I cannot divulge at this point in time for a couple of reasons…
one, to perpetuate the suspense and two, because I don’t know how the story is going to end yet.
I should also point out that the LiDL brand has had no involvement in the writing of this story. The carrier bag
could as easily have been from Tesco’s, Morrison’s or M&S. It just so happened that the LiDL bag was the
first to come to hand (I don’t just make this stuff up, you know).
From this point on, things moved apace. First, Keith moved a pace towards the front door before realising he
would need the key, so he moved a pace to the left to get his keys from the side table (by some freak of
nature, side tables work on both sides, Keith’s in particular, as he had often noted that the table on his left
when he went out had moved to his right when he came back in) then moved another pace towards the door,
spending about ten minutes jiggling the key in the lock until he had released the deadbolt, enabling him to
undo the latch, open the door and pass through it to the outside. Sadly, on this occasion, the pass went wide.
Once in the fresh air, Keith drew a deep lungful of the aforementioned fresh air, popped the drawing in his
pocket and headed for the station.
Clomp, clomp, clomp went Keith’s footsteps on the Bromley paving stones. Pitter-patter, pitter-patter went
his memory, struggling to keep up. Clomp, clomp, thud, thud, thud, thud, thud, clomp as he crossed the road.
Various clomps and thuds later, Keith arrived at the station. Striding (imposingly) over to the ticket office he
enquired of the man behind the counter, “What day is it my good fellow?”
“Why sir, lord lovaduck, if it ain’t bein’ Thursday me lordship,” replied the railway minion, removing his cloth
cap and tugging at his forelock, whilst studiously avoiding eye contact with one of his elders and betters.
“And the time?” was Keith’s next question.
“If I may make so bold your worship, I be only a poor worker and times bein’ ‘ard, I know it is ten past but the
little ‘and fell orf me ticker munfs ago” came the response, the poor oaf almost melting in abject fear.
Glancing at the digital clock on the wall that declared the time as
06:10, Keith thanked the clerk, tossing his drawing of a lungful
of air at him by way of a tip. It hit the tip of the man’s nose, tipping
him backwards into a crate of Tippex. Tiptoeing away from the
counter, Keith made his way to the London bound platform,
fortunately arriving before the platform had departed. As luck
would have it, a train arrived at the still stationary platform so Keith opted to use this mode of transport to get
him to London.
The journey was uneventful, or as uneventful as journeys to London can be. There is always the worry that
the “nutter” will get on and sit next to you (© Jasper Carrott 1979) but this time Keith chose to sit alone. He
noted some of the stations he passed on the way to London such as Beckenham Junction, Penge East,
Herne Hill but discarded them as not being germane to the case. This got him thinking about Ms Greer and
Mr Jackson but neither of those were germane either. He then decided that, also not germane, were the
enemy in World War II. And so he sat in reverie, and second class, until the train drew into Victoria. (Hands
up all those who expect a drawing pun to follow).
Keith alighted, delighted to have arrived at the well-lighted terminus. A further journey via the Underground
ensued in velvet darkness, followed by a brisk walk to the steps of St Thomas’ Hospital. Keith waited at the
entrance for five minutes until his memory caught up, gave it a chance to catch its breath, remembered why
he was there and headed into the hospital.
Blinking his eyes for a few seconds under the stark strip lighting of the hospital, Keith glanced around for the
map displaying the layout of the hospital. Deciding glancing wasn’t thorough enough, he then gazed,
eventually seeing the board and headed towards it. His header was deflected by the keeper and another goal
was denied him. His body followed the direction of his header and he worked out (always liked pumping iron
did our Keith) that the Wards could be reached by following the red line on the floor. Looking down towards
the floor, Keith saw various coloured lines painted there, one of which was undeniably red.
“I’ll follow this one then“, he thought (and I think we all know who that thought was directed at).
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With his eyes fixed firmly on the floor, Keith started to follow the red line. There was a piercing scream that
shattered the silence of the hospital. Fixing your eyes to the floor and trying to walk away from them is
extremely painful. Having resolved this dilemma, Keith again followed the red line, on this occasion more
successfully than before. Down one corridor, around a corner, along a further corridor, up a flight of stairs,
through a door, up to a bed and into the face of a man with bandages around his head. Realising that he had
somehow been following the trail of a man with a severe nose bleed, Keith retraced his steps to the lobby.
Comparing this tracing with the map of the hospital, Keith realised where he had gone wrong and set off again
to follow the red line.
Down one corridor, around a corner, along a further corridor, ignoring the flight of stairs with a trail of blood
on them, around a second corner, halfway along a third corridor and then through a set of doors marked with
the word “WARDS”.
“I’m getting close”, he pondered, having had enough of thinking for a while. As was his wont. Keith tends to
stand still while pondering and, in this instance, that came in rather useful. As he raised his eyes from their
downwards looking posture, they chanced across a sign on the wall in front of him that stated “WARDS 1 5” with an arrow pointing to the left and “WARDS 6 - 10” with an arrow pointing to the right.
Keith removed the postcard from his top pocket and checked what was written on it. Deciding that Ward 10
would most probably be to the right, he turned right and started walking straight ahead. I should mention that
during Keith’s travels up until this point there had been a multitude of “clomps” and “thuds” to record his
passage but I felt it best to leave these to your imagination. I only mention them now because, due to his
proximity to his destination, Keith’s tread had become somewhat slower and lighter, and his footfalls now
produced more of a “plop” sound. It’s very hard to describe but I am sure you will be able to imagine the
difference.
Keith “plopped” slowly along, passing Ward 6, then 7, and approached Ward 8. On arriving at Ward 8 he
passed that as well, moving in the direction of Ward 9. As he drew level (you’re not drawing me into that pun
again) with Ward 9 he glanced to his right but saw only a blank wall as the Wards were to the left. Keith
crossed to the left but the cross was intercepted by a defender so still no goals. Continuing onwards, Keith
arrived at the entrance to Ward 10.
“I’ve arrived”, he thought. At times, the lucidity of Keith Woods, P.I. could not be faulted and this was one of
those times as he had, indeed, arrived, although only at the entrance to Ward 10. To complete his journey to
Ward 10, one would really require him to enter the Ward as, once in there, he could not be expected to travel
any further. Okay, so it’s only a few steps but I do like to be precise about these things.
“Plop”, Keith was one step nearer; “plop” again and he was close enough to rest his hand on the door.
Probably not a good idea without gloves as we all know how easy it is to spread MRSA and associated
diseases. Keith pushed open the door (he used his elbow to avoid contracting anything contagious) and
entered Ward 10. Swoosh! The door closed behind him - not a Star Trek kind of swoosh but more of a
hospital type swoosh.
“Well I’m here”, he stated, loudly. There was no reply to this comment. Well, that’s not entirely true, there are
a lot of suitable responses but, on this occasion, nobody made any of them.
Looking around, Keith saw that all the beds were empty. Click! Keith looked again and the beds remained
steadfastly unoccupied. Click! Looking around more slowly, he ascertained details that he had previously
overlooked. Click! On one of the bedside cabinets he saw an unused bedpan. On another, half a glass of
orange juice - or more exactly, a whole glass but half full with orange juice. Click! He also, during this survey,
spotted a clock on the wall that made a clicking sound
every minute as the time clicked over. While he was
looking at it, he saw the time change to 07:48. Click!
(If it’s okay with you, I’ll dispense with recording the
individual clicks but I’d be grateful if you could insert
your own click every 60 seconds or so. Thank you.)
Keith walked to the far end of the ward where he had
noticed a notice board - his steps returning to more of
a clomp than a plop. He read the various notes, flyers
and letters pinned to the notice board. I don’t mean he
read them in great detail; just enough to get an idea of
what each was about. For instance, there was an old
flyer for a musical event on the 19th April 2009 offering
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massive discounts to NHS staff and a similar one for August 23rd that year. There was also a For Sale ad for
a hardly used computer and similar notices of varying age.
Beneath the notice board was an empty table. Keith reached into his LiDL bag (you hadn’t forgotten about
that, had you?) and pulled out a 45 placing it carefully on the table.
Keith lovingly wiped its surface with a cloth (also from the LiDL bag) and read the label. Love Potion No. 9
by the Clovers. He pulled another one from the bag and laid it on the table. Fever by Little Willie John. Then
many more followed. Wooden Heart by Joe Dowell, Transfusion by Nervous Norvus, Annie Had A Baby by
Hank Ballard and the Midnighters, Heartbeat by Buddy Holly, House Of Blue Lights by Merrill E Moore, The
Big Hurt by Toni Fisher, Fractured by Bill Haley and his Comets, Witch Doctor by David Seville, Red Hot by
Bob Luman, Cast Iron Arm by Peanuts Wilson, Needles And Pins by Jackie De Shannon, Brokenhearted by
Johnny Ray, Goin' Out Of My Head by Little Anthony and the Imperials, Shakin' All Over by Johnny Kidd and
the Pirates until he reached the final one, I Got A Baby by Gene Vincent.
As Keith placed this last platter on the table, which coincidentally coincided with a click from the clock, there
was a swoosh from the door and in walked a man in a suit. No white coat and no stethoscope around his
neck so probably not a doctor. Keith noticed that the click from the clock had brought the time to exactly
08:00.
“Mr Woods!” bellowed the man in the suit. He didn’t bellow into the suit as this would have muffled his voice,
so maybe I should have written “the man in the suit bellowed”. Oh well, too late now.
“Hello Mr Operations Manager,” said Keith, carefully insinuating the cloth back into his LiDL bag. “Nice to see
you.”
“And nice to see you in the building on time for work Mr Woods. I think that’s only the second time since we
offered you employment,” came the brusque reply.
“You have to remember what Einstein said sir, time is relative and I want to spend relatively little time working.”
“Harrumph!” exploded the man in the suit. Erm, I don’t mean he actually exploded as that would be quite
messy although some might say he would be in the best place for such an action. It was meant as an
indication of the ferocity of his response.
“Having to resort to sending you a cryptic postcard to get you here on time is not what I feel I should have to
do, Mr Woods. This is really not good enough. Not what I expect from a Medical Records Clerk. And what on
earth are you up to?”
He strode (definitely strode, no ambling from this forthright man and his suit) over to the table and looked
down, scrutinising the discs laid so lovingly on the table top.

“Oh my days, this is NOT what we mean by Medical Records!”
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music
Greetings from musical chairs in June in New Orleans, which guarantee lots of Louisiana festivals featuring
live music from Louisiana's homegrown musicians all month long (and summertime!)! *Please note that
many popular festivals were not listed here at the last minute, only because they were abruptly cancelled
recently, due to the Mississippi River rising and flooding, especially in Cajun Country. Many of our displaced
Cajun musicians that were booked for summer festivals throughout Louisiana may have also cancelled due
to being displaced. The number of Cajun and zydeco bands that normally make up entertainment for
Louisiana summerfests is impressive. Our hearts go out to all our Cajun musician friends and fans in these
devastated areas.
Among our many festivals slated for June in the Big Easy and around other parts of the Pelican State, the
delicious 6th Annual Watermelon Festival in DeRidder, in Beauregrard Parish, is a "must enjoy!" Being the
"Home of the Sugartown Watermelon," locals there proclaim in a singsongy voice, "The sweetest melons you
will ever find, grow on a Sugartown Watermelon vine!" Their live music line-up is sweet too and features The
King of Cajun Music, Jo-el Sonnier. (1) (2)
While watermelons draw folks one way, the juicy Louisiana Creole Tomatoes draw folks another way - - just
in time for the 25th French Market Creole Tomato Festival in the French Quarter! The saying for these
special tomatoes is, "Some say tomato, some say tomaaahto, but in New Orleans we say Creoles!" Check
out Charmaine Neville's previous appearance. There's The Louisiana Seafood Fest which also resides in
the French Quarter, and it runs simultaneously with the Creole Tomato Fest plus the Cajun-Zydeco Fest!
That's right. Included are The Magnolia Sisters, among many, many more local acts in this 3-festivals-in-one
concept which has been providing quality local music entertainment for years now. A current line-up of
names ring a bell like The Creole Zydeco Farmers, Terry & the Zydeco Bad Boyz , Mary Broussard & Sweet
La La.
Scheduled too is The Ocean Fest, behind the Aquarium in the French Quarter, if one can't get enough music
and seafood at the Seafood Fest which showcases name local music acts as well. There's also The
International Arts Festival in the Quarter with music from Russell Batiste and the Orchestra From Da Hood,
Bamboula 200 and Wild Magnolias. And, there's the New Orleans Oyster Festival located near the Hard
Rock Cafe in the Quarter with the Treme Brass Band, James Andrews Band, Big Sam's Funky Nation, and
featuring superstar local headliner Irma Thomas. (1) (2) (3)
The 22nd Annual Back to the Beach Festival in Kenner highlights Rockin' Dopsie, Jr. & the Zydeco Twisters
and Kermit Ruffins & the Barbecue Swingers. Plus there's more June draws like The 25th Annual Let the
Good Times Roll Festival in Shreveport, The Spice and Music Festival in Opelousas, The Crab Cookoff and
Festival in LaCombe, The Louisiana Peach Festival in Ruston, and The Corn Festival in Bunkie, to list a few!
This June will kick-off the First Summer RadioPalooza in Baton Rouge featuring 2 stages and 12 local Bands.
June's Swamp Pop Music Festival also draws over 6000 music lovers indoors at the Trade Mart Building in
New Orleans for air-conditioned music. This year features a 2011 line-up that highlights TK Hulin, together
with GG Shinn (rough copy - (1) (2) (3) ). Featured too is Jamie Bergeron & the Kickin' Cajuns; Cliff
Nickens; Kenny Cornett & Killin' Time (1) (2) (3); Ryan Foret and the Foret Tradition and Treater with Charles
Mann (1) (2) (3).
This Swamp Pop fest also has on its bill, Kenny Fife & Bac Trac, and the Godfather of Swamp Pop himself,
Warren Storm (1) (2) (3) (4) & Willie Tee (1) (2) (3) with special guest Tommy McLain (1) (2) (3). Van
Broussard & the Bayou Boogie Band also will perform (1) (2) (3) (4). Swamp Pop is described as a blend of
music that originated in the 1950's with rockabilly, Cajun, R&B, and rock 'n roll mixed into the southern gumbo.
Cajun star Bruce Daigrepont continues his "every Sunday at Tipitina's since 1986," for his Fais Do Do Cajun
Dancing experience. Fridays at the French Market run their music series on the last Friday of every month
thru September with music shows by the Gypsy Swing Trio with Pierre Pichon; the Washboard Chaz Blues
Trio and Leroy Jones. A native New Orleanian, Jones is a critically-acclaimed legendary jazz trumpeter. A
Hall of Fame recipient and a performer at Preservation Hall in the French Quarter, as well as a frequent
featured guest in the Harry Connick Orchestra, Jones' illustrious career began at age 12 when he served as
a leader of the Fairview Brass Band. His outstanding playing has placed him on national television,
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international tours, on soundtracks for major films, and recordings with other top music artists and with Harry
Connick,Jr.
Just when you think there's mo' than enough genres of music wafting around Louisiana in the sultry-hot of
June (this list is nowhere close to complete), a brand new addition to the live music scene is the Classical
Chamber Music Weekly Series that is "rejuvenating the chamber music scene for classical music in New
Orleans." Staged in the Quarter, HarmonieMusik can be enjoyed Sunday evenings all summer long across
from the Joan of Arc statue.
Aside from these afore-mentioned June festivals, some added bonus tunes from another of Louisiana's own:
Cookie and the Cupcakes, another South Louisiana Swamp Pop "legendary worth!" are here to enjoy! (1) (2)
(3) (4) (5)
For more New Orleans and Louisiana seasonal music tid-bits. . . Stay tuned. . .

As much we all agree with Mr Angry regarding
the deplorable fall of standards at the BBC,
TFTW however feel it may be just a little unfair
Welcome to
to lay the blame in the bosom of Auntie. Sky,
The 'Tales From The Woods'
Fox, ITV, Channel Four, they are all equally, if
round up of gigs where you really not more so, guilty. It could be argued that BBC,
need to show your face.
as a result of these stations, has been forced to
dumb down so as not to appear stuffy or lacking
Hi Gang, mid-summer seems to be a good time for the common touch. Should Auntie ignore them
us roots music lovers. Quite a lot going on in ol' and stay true to her standards?
London town, what with Lil Band Of Gold at Shepherds Bush, Duane Eddy at the 100 Club, and A question for discussion possibly?
Irma Thomas in town as well, However I’ll let Dave
tell you all about this in his par-excellence gig
guide along with all those wonderful social events that John Soulboy Jolliffe has lined up for us all.
Before I go, a brief reminder, the Friday evening Gang Meet Ups in Central London are for everyone
who subscribes to this magazine and who are able/willing to get in to central London. We all
welcome fresh faces and perhaps new views on how you see the future of TFTW.
That’s all from me; see you all in Issue 62.
TFTW outing to The HISTORIC DOCKYARD
Sunday 12 June 2011 - Location. CHATHAM
This is a great opportunity for a fun afternoon out, with a visit to The Historic Dockyard at Chatham.
With numerous attractions from Historic Warships to the Kent Police museum, it will be a very
interesting few hours. www.thedockyard.co.uk.
For those travelling by train from London we shall meet up at Charing Cross BR station, at the
appropriate platform, to catch the 11.40 train to Gillingham. Arrival time at Chatham is 12.54.
Freedom pass holders will only need a return ticket, on this train, from Dartford to Chatham.
Anyone travelling on a different train route, or bus, or donkey, will meet up with the Charing Cross
travellers, at around 13.00 at Chatham station. Anyone travelling by car will meet at the Dockyard,
time to be advised, and we will all eventually meet up inside the Dockyard.
Admission is £13 for seniors - ticket valid for one 1 year. Also 2 for 1 admission with a rail ticket each.
Download voucher or get a leaflet from station.
After the visit it is anticipated, for those who may want to, there will be an opportunity to partake in
a beer and or a snack.
OTHER DATES.
Friday 1st July. Next Friday GANG MEET UP. Venues to be advised.
Friday 19th August. TFTW OUTING. Hatfield House incorporating the annual Hatfield Country
Show. Full details to be advised.
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Sunday 16th October 2011
Anglo-American Rock'n'Roll Heritage Show, Empire Theatre, Halstead, Essex
Rock'n'Roll legend from Philadelphia

Charlie Gracie,
One of England's Rock'n'Roll pioneers

Russ Sainty,
Leader of The Avengers and Cliff and the Cavaliers

Cliff Edmunds
With THE TALES FROM THE WOODS HOUSEBAND & MC Rockin' Gerry
It all kicks off at 7.30pm
Tickets £15 from the theatre box office - www.empire-theatre.co.uk
Sunday 29th January 2012
2is 6: Another evening of British Rock'n'Roll at the Borderline featuring

Kingsize Taylor
more details later
Sunday 25th March 2012
ANOTHER GREAT 'TALES FROM THE WOODS' BRITISH ROCK'N'ROLL HERITAGE SHOW
has been confirmed at the Empire Theatre, Halstead, Essex
featuring

GRAHAM FENTON *** PETER WYNNE
DANNY RIVERS *** JOHN LONGO
THE TALES FROM THE WOODS HOUSEBAND
MC SHAKY LEE WILKINSON
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

June 2011
10
Friday
The Impressions
Original member Sam Gooden, Fred Cash (member since 1960), and returnee Reggie Torian honouring the soul of
Curtis Mayfield.
Barbican
£22.50 - £35 + fees
11
Saturday
Blues Band
One of Jim Driver’s irregular gigs at the Borderline.
Borderline
£25
12
Sunday
Katy Moffatt
Eclectic country/folk singer-songwriter performing solo.
The Cabbage Patch, 67 London Road, Twickenham TW1 3SZ

£10

14
Tuesday
Lil Band O Gold
Louisiana supergroup whose members include Warren Storm, CC Adcock, Steve Riley and David Egan.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£20
18
Saturday
George Clinton + Parliament Funkadelic
Seamless funk from outrageous hairdresser - but no doowop?
Forum
£32.50
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22/23 Wednesday/Thursday Bobby Womack
The original soul survivor makes a welcome return to the UK after seeing success with Gorillaz in 2010.
Jazz Cafe
£32.50
23
Thursday
Hans Theesink
American blues from Dutch resident of Austria.
Half Moon, Putney
£15
28
Tuesday
James Hunter
Part of BluesFest London.
100 Club
£25
28
Tuesday
Blind Boys of Alabama
Part of BluesFest London at this new venue with a real Blues connection.
Under The Bridge, Stamford Bridge SW6 1HS
£25 + fees
29
Wednesday
Mike Sanchez
Part of BluesFest London.
Bush Hall
£25 + fees
29
Wednesday
Jon Cleary
Part of BluesFest London.
Jazz Cafe
£25 + fees
30
Thursday
Booker T
Hiding his Welsh connection whilst appearing as part of BluesFest London.
Under The Bridge, Stamford Bridge SW6 1HS
£25 + fees

July 2011
1
Friday
Dr John & The Lower 911
Part of BluesFest London.
Under The Bridge, Stamford Bridge SW6 1HS

£25 + fees

6
Wednesday
Sharon Jones & The Dapkings
The funkiest soulsinger and soul band, whose music is best enjoyed vertically.
Barbican
£20 - £25 + fees
7
Thursday
Bettye LaVette
‘Overnight’ sensation bringing soul vocals to rock music.
Jazz Cafe
£22.50
24
Sunday
Irma Thomas
The Soul Queen of New Orleans. At last royalty worth attending.
Barbican
£15 - £25 + fees
28
Thursday
Robert Cray
Only UK tour date takes place at famous blues venue.
Cadogan Hall
£34.50
29
Friday
Sherman Robertson
Nearest London gig. Boom Boom Club
Sutton Utd FC, Gander Green Lane, Sutton SM1 2EY

£12 adv £15 door

August 2011
16
Tuesday
Allen Toussaint
New Orleans’ finest songwriter graces London stage.
Jazz Cafe
£20
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in the UK's fastest-growing in-house magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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